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The emergence of the “boundary-less” global economy in early 2000 spurred the growth of outsourcing. It was
a crucial management tactic adopted by organisations to achieve cost-effectiveness, flexibility and increased
productivity and thus, cope with increasing competitive pressure. With new emerging trends in outsourcing,
global corporates are steadily focusing on making outsourcing an integral part of their strategy to achieve
long-term competitive advantages.
Today, businesses are rethinking their sustainability and continuity strategies more than ever before. The COVID-19
pandemic of 2020 emerged as one of the most challenging crises in recent history, redefining the significance
of a boundary-less global economy. In the “new normal”, importance of outsourcing has only skyrocketed for
businesses that aim to sustain efficiency and productivity.
However, with a crisis comes new opportunity. Businesses that outsourced their functions were able to remodel,
adapt and return to the new normal faster than those who failed to do so. Outsourcing partners in hubs like India,
the Philippines, and even in a small market like Sri Lanka, quickly moved to remote working models to support the
rising supplier demand. Having a reliable outsourcing partner became a crucial component for businesses during
the pandemic. Outsourcing partners provided the “continuity cover” to ensure the demands were always met in a
timely order despite challenges.
Sri Lanka has been one of the most resilient outsourcing markets during COVID-19. It witnessed an 8% growth
during the first nine months of 2020 despite uncertainties. Even pre-pandemic, Sri Lanka has been long known as a
niche outsourcing market tackling complex business functions across various industries. The nation’s exceptional
performance during the pandemic restrengthened the market’s reliability and the ability to ensure sustainable
business continuity for global organisations.
Over the decade, Sri Lanka had been quietly developing into Asia’s next IT/ITeS destination. The island nation is
armed with an adept talent pool, efficient infrastructure, supporting business and investment environment, and a
high liveability index. Investor-friendly policies and a conducive business environment have attracted numerous
global giants to set up their operations in Sri Lanka and serve the expanding global markets.
In this light, JLL, along with the Information and Communication Technology Agency (ICTA) of Sri Lanka - the apex
ICT institution of the Government, jointly present this report: ‘Sri Lanka: Asia’s Emerging IT/ITeS destination’. The
report showcases the immense capability and growth potential of Sri
Lanka in the outsourcing/offshoring market. It provides stakeholders
with a wholesome view of its IT/ITeS sector and the opportunities
that lie ahead for investors. We have tried to critically appraise the
competitive advantages that the nation holds against its giant regional
competitors and which are likely to be the driving factor behind the
industry’s growth in the future.
We expect the sector to attract more investments in the near future
and see promising times for IT/ITeS businesses around the world.
Happy reading!

Jerry Kingsley
Head - JLL, Sri Lanka

Foreword
Information and Communication Technology Agency (ICTA) of Sri Lanka is the Government’s apex ICT agency,
designated to drive the country’s digital transformation. The ICT Act has mandated ICTA to assist the Cabinet
of Ministers in formulating the National Policy on ICT and taking all necessary measures to implement the
Government’s Policy & Action Plan regarding ICT. Such mandate includes providing guidance and coordination for
national-level priorities and facilitating efficient and citizen-centric services.
With the overall vision of making Sri Lanka a digitally inclusive country, ICTA’s scope spans four main pillars; Digital
Government, Digital Economy, Digital Services, and Digital Laws and Policies. Digital solutions will enable better
communication between citizens and government agencies to uphold democratic values. Similarly, these solutions
may be harnessed to improve the quality of government service delivery through integrated and efficient processes,
reducing bureaucracy and improving efficiency, accountability, and transparency. A series of strategic national
initiatives are in motion under the Digital Government pillar; to facilitate the enhancement of digital identification,
digital health, digital education, court automation, and other government-wide services. Building Digital
Infrastructure is the most invested key strategy of ICTA, targeting the creation of a knowledge-based society through
digitally inclusive and empowered citizens. Initiatives are also underway to achieve significant cost reduction in the
government sector by implementing government-wide collaborative tools and shared solutions, avoiding
paper-based communication and documentation processes.
Technology has reshaped businesses, industries, and economies. The digital economy encompasses a broad
spectrum of economic and social activities enabled by ICTs. It also presents a continual flux in the texture of the
private sector, as business models become driven by data, changing the economic structures, blurring the industry
boundaries, and evolving the very basis of competition.
The IT-BPM industry of Sri Lanka has been performing at an accelerated rate for several years. ICTA, along with the
industry stakeholders, estimates that the current IT-BPM industry contribution to the economy is around USD 1.2
billion. In the recent past, this growth has accelerated further due to the knock-on effect of the pandemic, paving
the way for higher acceptance of digital technologies at the individual, corporate, industry, and national levels. The
Government of Sri Lanka has identified the IT-BPM sector as a thrust industry and has prioritised its enhancement
to reaching greater heights. Our goal is to build a digital economy driven by technology entrepreneurs in our
quest to increase the export and foreign earnings from the technology sector and related knowledge services.
The National Policy Framework, “Vistas of Prosperity and Splendour”, has in its mandate the creation of five new
state-of-the-art technology parks in the country as centres of excellence for innovation and entrepreneurship.
The Ministry of Technology, in collaboration with ICTA, Telecommunications Regulatory Commission of Sri Lanka
(TRCSL) and other relevant stakeholders, is working to commission
the said technology parks with world-class facilities, covering five
regions of the country. ICTA is also working on an ambitious plan
with the industry and the relevant regulatory entities to bridge the
country’s digital divide, creating an inclusive digital ecosystem. It is
a fundamental necessity to building the technology-based society
envisioned in the Government’s national policy.
I wish to thank and congratulate JLL for its initiative to publish this
report, “Sri Lanka: Asia’s next IT/ITES destination”, in partnership with
ICTA - the apex national digital agency that drives the development
and enhancement of the IT-BPM Industry in Sri Lanka.

Eng. Mahinda B Herath
CEO, ICTA
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01. The Emerald Isle

However, due to the social and political volatility
prevailing at the time of the ICT offshore wave’s
inception, the growth of the ICT industry in Sri
Lanka has been substantially slower than that of its
regional counterparts such as the Philippines, India,
Bangladesh, Malaysia, and China. Nevertheless,
political and economic developments in post-war
Sri Lanka have been highly conducive for business.
The promising business environment, coupled with
immense support from the Government and private
stakeholders, resulted in the ICT industry witnessing
a steady growth of 7–8 per cent annually. According
to the most current statistics from the Information
and Communication Technology Agency (ICTA), with

adequate funding, investment, and policy support,
the ICT industry will expand to a USD 3 billion industry
by 2024.
The ICT industry is classified into two major
sub-sectors: computer and information services
(IT/ITeS), which account for 86 percent of total ICT
income, and telecommunication services, which play
an important role in the advancement of the country’s
IT/ITeS ecosystem. Sri Lanka’s business process
outsourcing (BPO) services grew in popularity in the
late 1990s and early 2000s, however the country’s
offerings were limited to call centres and IT support
services due to a lack of accessible skills and resources.

0.7%

7.8%

ICT sector’s share of GDP

Earnings from the ICT sector
have been growing steadily at Y-o-Y

Source(s): Central Bank of Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka, an island nation of 21 million people, has
seen significant economic development in the decade
following end of a 30-year civil conflict in 2009. The
country’s service sector is the major driver of its
economy, accounting for more over 60 per cent of
total GDP, followed by the agricultural (30 per cent)
and industrial (10 per cent) sectors. Wholesale and
retail trade is one of the largest segments of the service
sector, followed by others, such as transport, tourism,
information and communications technology (ICT),
banking and finance, and insurance industries.

The information and communication technology (ICT)
industry is the fifth-largest contributor to Sri Lanka’s
overall service sector, owing to the world’s rising
dependence on modern technology. Despite its small
size, rapid development in a relatively short period
of time has enabled Sri Lanka establish itself as an
emerging destination for technology in the world.
ICT began to gain significant prominence in Sri Lanka,
since the global outsourcing wave of the mid-1990s
through the turn of the millennium, when corporations
from rich economies expanded their businesses to
developing nations to achieve economies of scale.
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Sri Lanka’s ICT industry has grown to become a
billion-dollar industry, owing to a strong education
system, a niche talent pool, and robust infrastructure.
The Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) has turned its
focus to develop its other thrust industries, leveraging
the country’s booming ICT industry with the aim of
transforming the country into a Centre of Excellence

(CoE). As a result, an increasing number of corporations
are investing in the island nation’s IT-enabled services
(ITeS) sector for diversified services including financial
and accounting services, investment research,
engineering, and legal services, which are delivered to
overseas clients via cutting-edge IT infrastructure.

02. Sri Lankan IT/ITeS Market: On
the Dotcom Trajectory

Figure 1: The Sri Lankan ICT Industry

ICT Industry
USD 1
Billion 2020

IT/ITeS Sector
(Computer and
Information
services)
USD 0.97 Billion 1

Telecommunications
Sector USD
0.024 Billion

IT
IT Application
& Engineering
Services

IT Enabled
Services (ITeS)

IT-BPO

IT-KPO
(Knowledge
Process
Outsourcing)

IT-LPO (legal
Process
Outsourcing)

Source(s): The Central Bank of Sri Lanka1

1

Sri Lanka’s IT/ITeS sector expanded during the DotCom
bubble’s parabolic growth, which was followed by an
economic recession in the United States. Companies in
the United States began to outsource and offshore their
back-office services to East and South Asian countries
such as India, China, Bangladesh, and the Philippines,
where a qualified workforce was abundant and at
substantially reduced rates. Most outsourced countries
were post-colonial nations, where English was widely
spoken besides their native languages, enabling them
to quickly capitalise on the opportunity. Despite its
small size, Sri Lanka seized this emerging opportunity
and provided services on a smaller scale than its
regional counterparts.

Sri Lanka’s 1st
IT/ITeS investment
The IBM Corporation initiated
its first Sri Lankan operation in
1962. However, the IT/ITeS sector
only gained traction around 2000.
The sector grew moderately in
2004 with 5 new entrants, and 8
new entrants in 2005.

ICTA’s estimation for the total IT/ITeS industry revenue for 2020 is USD 1.2 billion
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Figure 2: Growth of Lankan IT/ITeS earnings over last decade
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Source(s): The Central Bank of Sri Lanka

The Lankan IT/ITeS sector grew over 300% in a decade

At the beginning of the offshoring/outsourcing drift,
heavily outsourced jobs were around voice-based BPO
operations such as call centres and IT support. India,
China and the Philippines saw exponential growth,
primarily due to the economies of scale, driven by a
large population and proactive Government policies. In
this highly competitive market, Sri Lanka debuted with
a revenue of USD 50 million in 2000. Due to its scale
and prevailing political unrest during the early 2000—a
result of the civil war, growth of the IT/ITeS sector was
significantly slower compared to regional competions.
Following the end of the civil war in 2009, the
Government’s massive economic reconstruction
measures resulted in a significant development across
all sectors in the country. Acknowledging its small
scale, the Sri Lankan IT/ITeS sector focussed on
higher value and niche services to become a Centre
of Excellence (CoE) beyond IT voice-based services
to technology products, technology services, and
knowledge services. Sri Lanka took advantage of its
skilled workforce across various disciplines, while the
regional giants like India and the Philippines focussed
on large-scale transactional work, call centres and

IT support. The high-value niche services offered by
the diverse talent pool of Sri Lanka became the key
differentiator that set apart the country from its
large-scale Asian peers. These services were often
delivered with considerable time and utilisation of core
skills, which the large-scale markets could not tap into.
This drift was largely significant around 2015-2016,
when the sector entered its second growth cycle.
Along with a refining economic and political
ecosystem, the Sri Lankan IT/ITeS sector dramatically
progressed from a two-digit revenue base to
outreaching an exponential growth of 300 per cent
over a decade with a revenue of nearly USD 1 billion in
20202. Consequently, many large multinational brands
like HSBC, Google, JP Morgan, Pearson, WNS, IFS, Wiley
and RR Donnelly expanded their operations to
Sri Lankan shores for services extended well beyond
voice-based services.

Key export markets:

The US

The UK

Germany

France

Netherlands

Telecom strength

USD

600+

0.97
billion

8%

13.86%

4th

companies

revenue in 2020

Y-o-Y growth
in 2020

CAGR over
2010–2020

largest export
earner of
the country

Source(s): EDB, ICTA, SLASSCOM

2

ICTA’s estimation for the total IT/ITeS industry revenue for 2020 is USD 1.2 billion
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The telecommunications segment is an important
component of the ICT industry, providing a solid
foundation for the country’s IT/ITeS sector’s growth.
The telecom sector generated USD 24 million
revenue in 2020, largely driven by increased use of
internet-based communication facilities, which is
backed by broadband data services. The combined
fixed-line and mobile phone density has risen to
142 per 100 people, owing to an increase in mobile
subscriptions. Following the deployment of the
5G network and other expanding telecom
infrastructure in the country, the segment is
expected to grow even further.
Over all, the ICT industry, including IT/ITeS and
telecommunications, witnessed a growth of 14.1 per
cent, reaching USD 1 billion in 2020. Re-endorsing the
“vision 2024 for ICTA” roadmap, the GoSL has allocated
LKR 8 billion to expand Sri Lanka’s ICT sector through
the 2021 budget.
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The startup hub

Next Wave of Technology Industry Growth
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Stemming new institutional investors and private/
public support services available to young
entrepreneurs have accelerated the growth of an
entrepreneurial ecosystem in Colombo. These
support services cover training, workshops and other
collaborative efforts, including financial support
like crowd-funding, venture capital funds and angel
investment networks.
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Source(s): ICTA, 2019.

Figure 3: Future-ready – Sri Lanka’s ICT industry

2021

2022

2024

Technology
Industry
Development

• $1.5 Bn in revenue
• 450 Tech Companies
• 500 Startups

• $1.8 Bn in Revenue
• 550 Tech Companies
• 600 startups

• $3 Bn in Revenue
• 700 Tech Companies
• 1000 startups

Tech
Diffusion

• Tech for 375 SMEs
• 175 Startups on
Tech diffusion
• Comp. ranking +15

• Tech 500 SMEs
• 250 other Startups
• Comp ranking +20

• Tech for 750 SMEs
• 500 other startups
• Comp Ranking +30

• 225,000 IT professionals
• 300 Govt CIOs
• 60% Citizen
digital literacy
• 85% Public sector
digital Lit.

• 300,000 IT professionals
• 500 Govt CIOs
• 75% Citizen
digital literacy
• 100% Public Sector
digital Lit.

Capacity
Building

• 175,000 IT Professionals
• 150 Govt CIOs & 50 CDIOs
• 50% Citizen
digital literacy
• 70% Public Sector
digital Lit.

Sri Lanka’s startup ecosystem has been valued at
USD 117 million, which has more than quadrupled
from USD 29 million in 2018, according to key insights
highlighted in the ‘2020 Global Startup Ecosystem
Report’ (GSER) by Startup Genome (Policy advisory and
research organisation for governments and
public-private partnerships).
In 2020, Startup Genome ranked the country first
in South Asia and second globally in the Global
Ecosystem for Affordable Talent index. Private equity
and venture capital funds worldwide have been
making significant investments in e-commerce and
fintech segments, which have been identified as niche
segments with strong growth potential.

Impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on the IT/ITeS sector
While the pandemic has had an
economic impact, disrupting
industries all through the country,
the IT/ITeS sector has proven to remain
robust. Following the global health crisis, the
sector’s outlook remains positive, with new
opportunities expected to emerge across
industries. Sri Lankan IT/ITeS companies
responded quickly to the global crisis by
adopting a business continuity model. They
are seeing an increase in export revenue as a
result of new innovative apps and platforms
developed during the pandemic, especially in
the healthcare and retail industries.
In a nutshell, the IT/ITeS segment of Sri Lanka is slowly
moving into a new era dominated by startups and
emerging technologies. It is an ideal time for industry
players, overseas investors and global businesses to
ride the island’s IT/ITeS third growth wave.

Source(s): ICTA, 2019

The sector is expected to become a USD 3-billion
industry by 2024, with over 300,000 direct jobs and
1,000 startups in the country. This will be the third
phase of Sri Lanka’s IT/ITeS growth cycle, according to

ICTA. The emergence of entrepreneurial and startup
culture can already be perceived across the island,
driven by emerging technologies and increasing
human dependency on them.
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Startup impediments and recommendations for creating a startup-friendly
business climate
In a bid to foster a startup-friendly ecosystem
in Sri Lanka, ICTA, in collaboration with
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), identified 29
regulatory and market-level barriers across
12 categories which impede startup growth

Category

and scalability. The report also makes key
recommendations on how respective governments
may build a conducive environment promoting
entrepreneurship and a growth-oriented startup
ecosystem in the country.

Research and
development (R&D)

Proposed actions / recommendations
• Introduce a single-window government website that manages and
provides all resources related to company registration.

Digitalisation of
administrative tasks

Immigration

• Introduce an ‘e-File’ system for tax filings that auto-generates
tax updates.

Foreign
exchange

• Establish a dedicated team within the CBSL and Inland Revenue
Department (IRD) to handle matters related to tech startups to ensure
transparent and efficient approval processes.
• Make available resources related to approvals and processes, which
are simple and easily understood.

Foreign
investment barriers

Government
support for cross
border activity

Intellectual
property

• Amend the IP Act to enable the National Intellectual Property Office
(NIPO) to implement online digital filing and accept digital filing over
two phases.

Digital
payments

• Allow investors in early-stage startups to claim their investments as an
offsetting adjustment to their taxable income.

• Commercialise R&D

• Increase the visibility of services provided by BOI and ensure
documents are simplified and easily understood.
• Accept registered co-working spaces as the official business address of
registered startups seeking to export goods to international markets.
• Prioritise the approval and enactment of draft laws relating to data
privacy and cyber security by the relevant Ministries and present them
to Parliament for approval.

• Issue FinTech licences to successful startups who aim to remain
independent after exiting the sandbox.
• Designate a regulated government authority for FinTech monetary
regulations to assist and guide the FinTech startup community.
• Implement startup loans administered by the Government through
state-owned banks.

Debt
financing

• Develop solutions to accurately evaluate the credit risk of startups to
enable banks to price loans more efficiently
• Improve the startup SL website by highlighting resources such as
information on loan schemes, eligibility criteria, the quantum of capital
available and valid purposes etc.
• Amend the Radio Frequency Licence Regulations No.2 of 1996 to allow
TRCSL to allocate frequencies on the public spectrum and grant
registered startups controlled and supervised sandbox.

• Amend IP act to facilitate the NIPO to resolves dispute resolution prior
to court litigation for selected IP infringements.

• Introduce tax exemptions on machinery and components for
export-oriented startups, specifically for companies that have been
incorporated for less than five years.

• Simplify concessions allocated for R&D and make them available
across industries.

• Remove entry requirement to partner with a registered entity to access
the FinTech regulatory sandbox.

• Digitise NIPO’s IP database to internationally accepted standards.

• Ensure startups employing technology are classified as Technology
Startups at the registration phase.

Taxation

Data privacy
and cyber security

• Create an investment-friendly environment by introducing the Limited
Liability Partnership Act, which will provide a legal framework for
foreign private equity and venture capital funds.
• Re-evaluate companies listed under the “restricted industries”
category by the Board of Investment (BOI) and the CBSL
and unable to receive funding from international investors.

• Offer remote working/entrepreneurship visas to actively encourage
foreign talent to work remotely or set up operations in Sri Lanka.

• Limit registration processing time and improve the efficiency of the
registration process.

• Simplify all business-related resources that are easy to understand
and make various resources such as tutorials and guidelines available.
• Amend the Foreign Exchange Act to allow local startups, less than ten
years from incorporation to issue sweat equity to foreign individuals
and to receive sweat equity in return for services provided to
foreign startups.

• Implement a single-window visa application portal, where stakeholders
of IT/ITeS& startups can simply apply through and expedite visa
application processes.

Telecommunications
regulations

• Establish approval requirements for telecommunication equipment
on relevant resource centres/web portals.
• TRCSL to allow digital submission of approval requests and
documentations, especially prior to shipments arriving in the country.

Source(s): Towards A Startup Friendly Government, ICTA, PwC

• Plan to exempt local investors from the 14% tax on dividends received
from locally incorporated startups.
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Rapidly growing visibility

The many collaborative initiatives and efforts have led to an incredible amount of global
recognition, amplifying the visibility of Sri Lanka’s IT/ITeS sector:

Industry bodies
• Sri Lanka Association for Software and
Services Companies
• Federation of Information Technology
Industry Sri Lanka

• European Chamber of Commerce Sri Lanka
• The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce
• American chamber of commerce Sri Lanka
• Employee Federation of Ceylon

International partners
• The World Bank
• Asian Development Bank
• USAID
• British Council

• Japan External Trade Organization
• United Nations
• European Commission

Ranked as the 2nd best country for Digital
Nomads in Club Med’s analysis

Ranked 16th in Tholon’s top 100 outsourcing
destinations in the world in 2016

Ranked among the top 25 countries in the
digital-centric scenario on AT Kearney Global
Services Location Index in 2021

Ranked first in South Asia and second in the
world by Startup Genome in the Global
Ecosystem for Affordable Talent in 2020

Ranked among the top 10 emerging global
destinations by Global Services Magazine

SAARC Season 2020 - Ecosystem Hero of the Year
award for Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka was awarded the Delivery Destination
Award by the Global Sourcing Association (GSA)
of the UK in 2019

Received the Delivery Destination Award for 2019
from the Global Sourcing Association (GSA) of
the UK, the industry association, and the
professional body of the global sourcing industry

Awarded the Offshore Destination of the Year by
the National Outsourcing Association of the UK in
2013 and 2014 and was shortlisted for the Award
in 2015

Professional bodies
• Charted Institute of Management Accountants
• Association of Accounting Technicians

• Charted Institute of Accountants
• Association of Charted Accountants

Ranked in Gartner’s 30 ‘Leading Locations for
Offshore Services’ and among the Top 6 in Asia
Pacific in 2016

Ranked among the Top 6 Asia Pacific
Countries for Outsourcing, Shared Services and
Captives in 2017
Ranked 2nd in South Asia in the Global
Innovation Index 2019 by the World
Intellectual Property Organisation

Ranked 11th in AT Kearney’s Global Services
Location Index (GSLI) in 2017

Government agencies
• Board of Investments
• Information and Communication
Technology Agency
• Export Development Board
• The Coordinating Secretariat for Science,

The formation of private industry bodies such as
the National Chamber for the IT/BPM Industry in Sri
Lanka (SLASSCOM) and the Federation of Information
Technology Industry Sri Lanka (FITIS) is one of many
initiatives undertaken by industry stakeholders to
promote the sector. Three different Government
bodies have been appointed for promoting the
sector, including the Information and Communication
Technology Agency of Sri Lanka (ICTA), the Export
Development Board (EDB) and the Board of Investment
(BOI). Professional associations like the Chartered

Technology and Innovation
• Vocational Training Authority-Sri Lanka
• Central Bank of Sri Lanka
• Sri Lanka Institute of Nanotechnology

Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) and
the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA) have also contributed immensely to promote
knowledge services and coordinated international
branding campaigns for the sector’s visibility. Private
and Government bodies in the country have been
working closely with other industry chambers to
achieve the nation’s common economic objective of
positioning Sri Lanka’s IT/ITeS industry on the global
map and sustaining its competitive advantage.
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Segment highlights

• Network operations

• Localization
• Maintenance and engineering
• Gaming

Consulting
• IT consulting
• Network consulting
Source(s): The Global Opportunity in IT-based services, World Bank"

IT
The IT segment of the IT/ITeS sector, segment
offers highly complex and customised technology
products and technology services using high-end
product engineering, leading to patentable software
solutions. In 2019, there were around 600 IT application
development and engineering services companies in
Sri Lanka with a 65.5 per cent share - as per data from
ICTA in 2018. The IT segment has been witnessing a
significant growth driven by the boom of tech startups

in the country. IFS, Millennium IT, Sysco Labs
(formerly Cake Labs), WSO2 and 99X are some
prominent players in this sector, successfully
providing application and engineering services to
global customers for years. Some of the IT companies
in Sri Lanka serve as offshore development centres
for major companies from the US, the UK, Australia,
Sweden, Norway, Japan, etc.

Major
countries
of export

46.9%

27.1%

25.9%

25.9%

19.7%

16.0%

9.8%

EU

Australia

U.K.

USA

Singapore

Maldives

Canada

9.8%
Bangladesh

8.6%
India

Source(s): National IT - BPM workforce survey 2019, ICTA

IT services pool
Application services
Application development and maintenance

Engineering services
Manufacturing engineering

• Application development

• Upstream product engineering

• Application development integration
and testing

– concept design

• Application maintenance

– Design engineering

System integration

– Simulation
• Downstream product engineering

• Design

– computer-aided design, manufacture
and engineering

• Development

– Embedded software

• integration and testing

– Localization

• Analysis

• Package implementation

• Plant and process engineering

IT infrastructure services

Software product development

• help desks

• Product development

• desktop support

• system testing

• data centre services

• Porting/variants

ITeS
Primarily using IT to provide outsourcing services,
ITeS or web-enabled services segment consists of
three key sub-segments—IT-BPO (business process
outsourcing), IT-KPO (knowledge process outsourcing)
and IT-LPO (legal process outsourcing). The ITeS
segment encompasses a wide range of players from
large multinationals to innovative local startups,
offering an array of highly professional services such as
high-end research and development (R&D), cloud
services, enterprise resource planning (ERP)
implementation, transcription services, call centres,

complex financial services, management consulting
and legal advice, etc. The GoSL has encouraged
investments in numerous competency development
programmes, including the CIMA, the ACCA and the
CFA, to build Sri Lanka as a Centre of Excellence (CoE)
in key areas of investment - research, legal advice
and accounting services. This has made Sri Lanka an
epicentre of excellence in such niche services, setting
it apart from mass markets like India, the Philippines
and Bangladesh.

• mainframe support
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ITeS pool

Case Study: Wiley
T-BPO
Horizontal Process
• Customer interaction and support (i.e.,
call centres)
• Human resource management
• Finance and administration
• Supply chain management (i.e., logistics,
procurement)
Vertical Process
• Banking
• Insurance
• Travel
• Manufacturing
• Telecommunications
• Pharmaceuticals
• Other

IT-KPO
• Business and financial research
• Animation
• Data analytics
• Other high-end processes

“

We are successful in Sri Lanka because our local
technology talent is highly skilled, takes ownership,
and loves to learn. They embody Wiley’s values of
continuous learning and great work ethics – it’s a
perfect cultural fit. The Sri Lankan authorities’ plan
to promote investment and stay committed to growth.

IT-LPO
• Legal processes
• Patent research
• Legal research

Wiley will strive to empower researchers, learners,
universities, and corporations to achieve their goals
in an ever-changing world. Looking forward to great
times ahead...

Bimal Gunapala

“

General Manager, Wiley Global Technology

Source(s): The Global Opportunity in IT-based services, World Bank

Major
countries
of export

38.1%

33.3%

23.8%

14.3%

14.3%

9.5%

Australia

U.K.

USA

New Zealand

Singapore

Norway

9.5%

9.5%

Sweden

Japan

9.5%
Hong Kong

9.5%
China

Source: National IT - BPM workforce survey 2019
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Profile
Company name

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

HQ

New Jersey, USA

Global presence

North America, South America, Europe, Asia & Australia

Year of establishment in
Sri Lanka

2019

Primary industry

Publishing and Related services in Research
and Education

Core business function in
Sri Lanka

Software Product Engineering and Technology
Operations (Captive)

Current workforce in
Sri Lanka

450+

Expected workforce in 2025

1,000+
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Overview
Wiley has offices in 23 countries and expanded
its technology operations in Sri Lanka in early
2019, which quickly became its largest technology
centre, employing local talent from the industry and
local universities.
For over 200 years, Wiley has been helping people
and organisations develop the skills and knowledge
they need to succeed. The company develops digital

education, learning, assessment, and certification
solutions to help universities, businesses, and
individuals move between education and employment
and achieve their ambitions. In partnership with
learned societies, Wiley supports researchers to
communicate discoveries that make a difference. Its
online scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly
journals, books, and other digital content has been
built on a 200-year heritage of quality publishing.

03. A Conducive
Business Environment

A growth story
Carrying the long heritage in print publishing, Wiley
is currently undergoing a revolutionary digital
transformation, adapting to the demands of a new era
in the industry. To aid this transformation, Wiley has
been actively strengthening its technology teams and
nurturing in-house expertise. Its Sri Lanka operations
started with a USD 5 million initial investment in
March of 2019 for its latest Technology Centre to assist
this transformation. Since then, Wiley Sri Lanka has
grown to over 450 technologists in just two years and
continues to grow.

centre to approximately 200 engineers in two years.
But the local talents started delivering and demand
rose to set up more teams. As a result, Wiley Sri Lanka
had more than double the initial estimate in those
two years of its operations. Wiley Sri Lanka currently
occupies five floors of the Maga One building in
Colombo 5, a prime grade A office tower in the SBD
micro-market. With further growth estimated, Wiley
will be looking for more real estate space even within
the new normal of exploring work-from-home options,
wherever possible.

Wiley had set up base in Colombo as the Sri Lankan
technology sector had made a name for itself
with some of the most attractive technological
talents globally – skilled hands, experienced, good
communicators, great work ethics – and all at an
attractive cost. Wiley’s initial plan was to grow this

The company partners with universities and industry
bodies, like ICTA and SLASSCOM, to give back to the
community and hire fresh graduates and experts. They
also offer several internship placement opportunities
across all local universities on an annual basis.

Expanding economy
Sri Lanka’s remarkable economic development over
the past decade has been one of the primary growth
catalysts for the country’s IT/ITeS sector. During the
period 2010–2020, the economy posted an overall
average growth that was higher than 5 per cent. Due to
strong economic reconstruction and policy impetus,
the country was placed 84th in the overall prosperity
rating in 2020, a 14-place increase since 2010. Sri Lanka
is ranked 85th in the world in the 2020 e-government
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Development Index, up from 94th in 2018. As a result,
it is the only South Asian country to have achieved
balanced development.
The key drivers for the overall development of Sri
Lanka’s e-government Development Index are
performance in sub-components such as ranking
first in South Asia for Human Capital Index (HCI) and
significant improvement in the Telecommunication
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Infrastructure Index (TII) and Online Services Index
(OSI). Similarly, the country was ranked second in
South Asia for the Global Competitive index 2019
and recognised as the most improved country in
the region on the World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Index. This Index covers broad

socio-economic pillars like institutions, infrastructure,
ICT adoption, macroeconomic stability, health,
skills, product market, labour market, the financial
system, market size, business dynamism and
innovation capability.

in the e-government development index 2020

2020 in a Snapshot

Sri Lanka ranked 1st in South Asia for Human Capital skills
Skills sub index ranking – Global competitive Index 2019

Country

Ranking

Sri Lanka

66

Philippines

67

Vietnam

93

India

107

Bangladesh

117

Population

Computer literacy rate

21 million (26 % urban &
74% rural)

32%- one of the highest in
South Asia

GDP worth
USD 80.7 billion

FDI inflow

Source(s): Global Competitive Index 2019

Sri Lanka ranked 2nd in South Asia for global competitiveness on the World
Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index 2019
Figure 5: Sri Lanka’s economic growth (annual GDP %)
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Sri Lanka is the only country in South Asia to achieve a balanced development
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Source(s): Central Bank of Sri Lanka, World Bank
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Regardless of the economic consequences of Covid-19,
the ongoing vaccination drive and continual efforts
implemented by the CBSL in the fiscal and monetary
market have rapidly accelerated the economic

FDI: Fuelling inclusive growth

momentum in 2021. The World Bank forecasts 4
per cent GDP growth in 2021, based on the
Government’s export-oriented growth model that
stimulates private investments.

Figure 6: Real GDP growth expected to pick up in 2021
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The GoSL has initiated a series of reforms in trade
policies to attract foreign direct investments, which
are likely to boost an inclusive economic growth. FDI
inflows to Sri Lanka in 2020 totalled to USD 670 million,
reflecting a sharp fall in FDI flows worldwide, as a result
of pandemic-related uncertainties in global financial
markets. However, the GoSL has launched several

initiatives such as organising Asia’s largest virtual
investment forum – ‘Invest Sri Lanka – 2021’
as well as several regulatory reforms to improve
the country’s ease of doing business status and drive
FDI inflows to new heights.The total inward FDI stock
exceeded USD 13 billion in 2019, representing 15.5
per cent of GDP. China, Netherlands, India, Singapore

2.28

2

Figure 7: FDI inflows over last decade
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and Malaysia are the top five source countries of
the FDI stock in Sri Lanka. Various incentives and
concessions are currently being introduced for FDIs
entering the country, especially for large infrastructure
projects, IT/ITeS investments and real estate projects.
Major foreign investments are expected to flow into the
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Port City Colombo and Industrial Zone projects.
The GoSL’s Vision 2025 is an important initiative,
which aims to transition the Lankan economy into a
knowledge-based, highly competitive social market
economic model, which will signify its position as an
emerging hub for IT/ITeS.
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Figure 8: FDI stock as a percentage of gross domestic product

Case Study: IFS

As a percentage of GDP
FDI Stock
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Source(s): The World Investment Report 2020, UNCTAD FDI/MNE database, latest available data

2017

2018

2019

Number of Greenfield
Investments*

23

41

20

Value of Greenfield Investments
(USD mn)

1,001

“

With the IT industry in Sri Lanka well-positioned for
transformational growth, over the years, IFS has
capitalised on the strong talent pool to drive
world-class innovation and value addition from Sri
Lanka. Over one-third of IFS’ global employee strength

is based out of Sri Lanka, and despite the pandemic,
we have added over 500 new employees and plan to
expand with 200 more before the end of 2021.

Ranil Rajapakse

“

2,459

EVP & COO, IFS, Sri Lanka Operations

24,915

Source(s): UNCTAD, latest available data.

Profile
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Company name

IFS AB

HQ

Linköping, Sweden

Primary industry

Enterprise software

Year of establishment in
Sri Lanka

1997

Core business function in
Sri Lanka

Product research and development, consulting
services, support services, sales

Current workforce in
Sri Lanka

1,600+

Expected workforce in 2025

Workforce expected to grow to 1,800+ by the end of
2021, with further expansion in 2022 and beyond.
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Sri Lanka: A low-risk business haven

Overview
IFS develops and delivers cloud enterprise
software for companies that manufacture and
distribute goods, build and maintain assets, and
manage service-focused operations. The company’s
software offers enterprise resource planning (ERP),
enterprise asset management (EAM) and field service
management (FSM), enabling enterprises to digitalise
their core operations and drive an efficient and
productive management of their operations. A team

of 4,000 employees living the core values of agility,
trustworthiness and collaboration support over 10,000
customers worldwide.
With a workforce of over 1,600 in Sri Lanka,
delivering product research and development,
consulting services, support services, and sales, IFS is
one of the leading software development companies
in the country and an integral part of the company’s
global operations.

Charting success
IFS was established in Sri Lanka a little over two
decades ago with 28 employees. Over the years,
IFS has expanded its operations to become the
biggest product development, consulting services
and support services hub within global IFS and a
sales and implementation organisation that serves
the Sri Lankan and South Asian markets.

technological infrastructure have been the key to the
growth of IFS in Sri Lanka. The availability of a quality
talent pool has enabled IFS to expand its employee
base to over 1,600+ in Sri Lanka. IFS promotes an
inclusive and diverse work culture, with almost 40 per
cent being women employees, of which 30 per cent in
managerial positions.

About 60 per cent of IFS’ product research and
development happens in Sri Lanka, including
innovation and ideation. This includes an innovation
hub called IFS Labs, a unit that observes new trends
and technologies and ideates on their best use in
products. Almost 80 per cent of its global product
support, which includes round-the-clock support for
IFS’ global customers, is also provided out of Sri Lanka.

The teams based in Colombo specialise in research,
design, and development of software solutions that
draw on the latest technologies and digital trends,
playing a key role in IFS’s product roadmap.

An excellent education system, a strong talent
pool, a warm and hospitable culture, and a robust

Sri Lanka is one of the low-risk, emerging economies in
the world today for investments, reinforced by a strong
legal framework and investment facilitation bodies to
protect investors. The country adopted open market,
free economic policies back in 1970, liberalising
the economy through substantial developments in
deregulation, increased privatisation and international

01

Commercial law framework based on
British common law principles

02

Highly independent judicial system

competition. International and local businesses in Sri
Lanka have thrived over the years, owing to a smooth
and favourable business environment. Elections in
2019 and 2020, usher in a new political era in Sri Lanka,
promising political stability and laying the groundwork
for strong economic growth.

03

Dynamic and resilient private sector

IFS’s expansion in Sri Lanka resulted in a remarkable
130,000 square feet office space absorption at Orion
Towers I, Orion City’s newest grade A office tower, in
2019. This state-of-the-art modern collaborative office
space will continue to serve as the hub for hybrid
working in the post-pandemic new normal.
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Sri Lanka ranks 99th among 190 countries by the World Bank in 2020 for
Ease of Doing Business

Sri Lanka is ranked 99th out of 190 countries on the
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index for 2020,
up 14 places from 113th position in 2015. After India
and Bhutan, the country is ranked third in South Asia.
Recent developments in construction permits and the
availability of high-quality infrastructure have pushed
the country up the rankings. According to the World
Bank report, Sri Lanka’s investor protection indices
perform well above the regional average, owing to
increased shareholder rights protection and corporate
transparency standards, indicating the country’s
ongoing efforts to boost investor confidence.

Key strenghts and weaknesses as found in
World Bank's Ease of Doing Buisness 2019
Starting a business
Trade across borders
Dealing with construction permit
Protecting minority investors
Getting Electricity

Government’s favourable policies
Sri Lanka has reformed its investment policies in
accordance with its National Sustainable Goals,
affecting which reflects in the overall development
strategy of the country. These are highly conducive

Table 2: Key legislations facilitating investments in Sri Lanka
This Law established the national investment promotion agency, the Board of InvestBoard of Investment ment of Sri Lanka (BOI), which functions as the ‘Central Facilitation point’ for investors. It is empowered to enter into agreements with investors, providing incentives to
Law No. 4 of 1978
attract investments.

Finance Act No. 12
of 2012

Enforcing contracts
Registering property
Paying Taxes
Getting credit

Inland Revenue Act
No. 24 of 2017

Table 2: Country comparison index for investor protection

Index of transaction transparency*

Sri Lanka

South Asia

United States

8

5

7.4

Foreign Exchange
Act No. 12 of 2017

Land Policy

Index of manager's responsibility**

5

5

8.6

Index of shareholder's power***

7

6

9

policies for international business investment and they
are designed to position the country in a favourably
advantageous position among its regional peers.

Facilitates trade-related services activities to promote import and export of goods and
services by enabling transactions in a convertible foreign currency.
This legislation simplified taxation law in Sri Lanka and introduced new incentives for
investors. This Act provides a reduced rate of 14% compared to the standard corporate income tax rate of 28% for specific sectors such as SMEs, Exports of Goods and
Services, IT, Education, Tourism and Agriculture.
This legislation allows investors to deal directly with the banks for their transactions.
In most cases, the approval of the Central Bank is not required. Free flow of fund transfers has been facilitated through Inward Investment Accounts and Outward Investment Accounts.
Foreign investors can acquire land on lease-hold with a maximum tenure of 99 years
without any lease taxes. Outright transfer of ownership is permitted if the foreign stake
of the company is less than 50%. Condominium properties above the 4th floor can be
purchased outright with no restrictions on nationality.

Source(s): Board of Investment (BOI) of Sri Lanka

Source(s): Doing Business, 2020, World Bank
Note: *The Greater the Index, the More Transparent the Conditions of Transcations.
**The Greater the Index, the More the Manager is Personally Responsible.
*** The Greater the Index, the Easier it will be for Sharefolders to take Legal Action.
**** The Greater the Index, the Higher the Level of Investor Protection.
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The data protection bill

Incentives for IT/ITeS players
• Tax holidays ranging from 5-12 years
• 100% foreign ownershipof investment
for IT/ITeS businesses
• Concessionary rate of income tax of 14%
up to a maximum period of 20 years,
extended after the tax holiday period
• Companies that list on CSE before
December 31, 2021, may qualify for a tax
concession of 50% for 2021/22

• Government assistance for real estate acquisition for
investments in IT/ITeS and other investments with
high potential for employment generation
• Substantial cash grants allocated for companies in
the IT-BPM sector to support business development
and encourage investments
• Grants providing for IT/ITeS companies for
training, consulting expertise, marketing, quality
enhancements (CMMi, COPC, ISO etc.) and for a host
of other developmental activities

ICTA submitted the final draft of the Data Protection Act
to establish legislation for the processing of personal
data to the Parliament of Sri Lanka in March 2021, with
the aim of strengthening rights of data subjects. The
Act will require organisations to maintain security of an
individual’s personal data collected legally and under
rigorous conditions, as well as safeguard it from misuse
and exploitation. Organisations are held accountable
for any unauthorised and harmful processing that

results in penalties. The ratification of this bill will make
Sri Lanka a highly attractive destination for investments
by ensuring a highly secure business environment for
both multinational and local companies to operate
efficiently. This will also open opportunities for
investments from the business that require plausible
data security, such as data centre businesses.

• Companies carrying on operations
through a permanent establishment
in Sri Lanka, to be released on
Remittance Taxes

Favourable business policies
• Transparent and sophisticated
investment laws fostering FDI
• No restrictions on repatriation of
earnings, fees, capital, and on forex
transactions relating to current
account payments

• Sri Lanka enacted an Electronics Transactions Act,
Computer Crimes Act, and is a signatory to the latest
UN e-contracting convention. A Data Protection
Code of Practice is also under preparation
• Bilateral investment protection agreements with
28 countries

• Guaranteed safety of foreign investment
by the constitution

• Double taxation avoidance agreements with
44 countries

• Sri Lanka is a signatory to international
treaties on intellectual property rights
(IPR) such as the Berne Convention
and WTO/TRIPS, having adopted a
comprehensive IP regime (Act No. 36
of 2003)

• Providing safeguard against expropriation and
non-commercial risks by initiating the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), an investment
guarantee agency of the World Bank

Sri Lanka is poised to become the premier South Asian destination for global
investors and enterprises to park their funds, owing to the outstanding ease of
doing business in the country and its favourable investment policies.
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04. Building a Unique Megapolis

Connecting Colombo
Road
Sri Lanka has the largest road density among
South Asian countries, according to the World
Bank, with a network of around 100,000 km,
of which approximately 12,000 km is class A.
Notable recent construction projects include
the Southern Expressway, which connects
Colombo and Matara in the south of

Sri Lanka and the Katunayake Expressway,
which connects Colombo and the
Bandaranaike International Airport (BIA),
located 30 km north of Colombo, and reduces
travel time between the city and the airport
(BIA) to 40-80 minutes.

Ongoing road development projects
• Elevated Highway Project – This 7-km
stretch of the elevated expressway will be
Sri Lanka’s first extra-dosed bridge. It is
an extension to the existing Katunayake
expressway, linking with the Port City
Colombo. The primary goal of this project is
to cut down travel time between the airport
(BIA) and Colombo to 20 minutes.
• Central Expressway Project – This
99-km-long road, connecting Colombo to the
central highlands will help export goods like
tea that drives 16.7 per cent of the country’s
total export income.

• Phase III of Outer Circular Highway –This
high-speed 25.8-km-long road link between
Colombo and Katunayake will connect the
stretch to the International Airport
of Katunayake.
• Ruwanpura Expressway Project
(launched)– This 73.9-km project,
connecting Kahathuduwa to Rathnapura
to Palmadulla, will facilitate the efficient
transportation of goods and boost the
gem industry.

Rail
Sri Lanka has a rail network of about 2,000
km, which was primarily established during
the British colonial rule. The GoSL launched
the USD 160 million Railway Efficiency
Improvement Project in 2017, under financial

aid from the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) to improve operations, maintenance,
safety and modernise the railway system
using IT infrastructure.

Air
Developing world-class infrastructure has been the
utmost national priority for successive Governments
in Sri Lanka. The ‘Western Megapolis Master Plan’
which was conceptualised in 1998, is a USD 40 billion
redevelopment project that was re-launched in 2016
under the newly established government coalition
to modernise the country’s capital, Colombo and
its surrounding regions. This was a prudent grand
strategy for achieving two decisive inter-dependent
transformations; the spatial transformation of the

western region and the structural transformation of
the national economy. The master plan comprises
150 sub-development projects and an additional 10
mega projects, majority of which are infrastructure
development programmes. Similarly, several ambitious
infrastructure redevelopment programmes outside the
capital are also underway such as the development
and upgrading of seaports, international airport and
road network around the island.
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Sri Lanka’s primary international airport
is the Bandaranaike International Airport
in Katunayake, which has established
connectivity links to over 100 destinations
worldwide. The recently developed Mattala
Rajapaksha International Airport is Sri Lanka’s
second international airport, located in the
Southern Province of the country.

Second phase of the Bandaranaike
International Airport (BIA) redevelopment
project began in December 2020, with the
goal of increasing the airport’s handling
capacity by 15 million passengers annually.
Besides the two major international airports,
the GoSL anticipates the transformation of
several regional airports into international
airports, including base airports in Ratmalana,
Batticaloa and Jaffna.
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Sea

Figure 9: Expressway Network in Sri Lanka

Strategically located at the important
intersection of major international shipping

Sri Lanka aims to transform itself into Asia’s leading
maritime and distribution hub, by providing linkages
to industries that would expand export processing,
trading and manufacturing in the nation. Over the
last decade, Sri Lanka has transformed itself into an
export-oriented global logistics hub by capitalising

routes, Sri Lanka is an important
trans-shipment hub in South Asia.

on its geocentric importance. The Colombo Port is
considered the busiest port in South Asia and ranked
as the world’s 18th best-connected port on UNCTAD’S
Port Liner Shipping Connectivity Index. It is also South
Asia’s only deep-water container port terminal that can
accommodate large vessels of 18,000 TEUs or more.

Central Expressway

Katunayake Expressway (E03)
Outer Circular Highway (EO2)

Ruwanpura Expressway

Southern Expressway (E01)
Andarawewa - Hambantota
Expressway (EO6)

Source(s): Road Development Authority, Sri Lanka
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Colombo: An emerging world city
Colombo is Sri Lanka’s commercial capital and the
epicentre of economic activity. It is well-known for its
modern architecture, ancient heritage, sports facilities,
and a community that is both vibrant and diverse.

Efficient inter-connectivity
Colombo has much lower congestion and pollution
levels than most fast-growing Asian capitals, making it
one of the most liveable cities in South Asia.

Global Services Magazine ranks Colombo among the Top 20 Emerging
Cities for the ITeS-BPO sector in 2015.
The Colombo Metropolitan Region has the highest
concentration of urban population in the country,
as well as the highest economic density and
productivity. The city enjoys a competitive advantage
in knowledge services particularly in theIT/ITeS and
logistic sectors. The IT/ITeS cluster in Colombo is
young, vibrant and is rapidly becoming significant
in around the world; in 2015, the Global Services
Magazine named Colombo one of the Top 20
developing cities for ITeS-BPO.

Sub-sectors, including commerce, finance and tourism,
are important contributors to the growth of Colombo
with growing potential to generate high-return jobs.
Brand new investments in luxury hotels, shopping
centres, high-rise office towers and luxury apartments
are transforming Colombo’s skyline, creating one of
the most graceful colonial cityscapes in South Asia.
The real estate sector plays a major role in the
Sri Lankan economy, attracting significant FDI inflows,
such as the USD 15 billion Port City Colombo project,
which is set to play a pivotal role in transforming the
city’s financial and economic ecosystem and the real
estate landscape.

Colombo has an adequate road network to meet current traffic demands. However, in cooperation with the UDA
the GoSL has initiated a number of infrastructure development projects in and around the city as part of the Western Megapolis Master Plan. This will meet the demands of the city’s growing population while improving the quality
of life for its inhabitants. The most prominent of these projects include:
• Western Region Light Rail Transit Project (WRLRT)
(proposed) : The elevated Light Rail Transit system,
is a public-partnership project which aims to
alleviate increasing road congestions within Colombo
and cater the exceeding passenger demand beyond
2023. The WRLRT is a fully electric powered
system with zero emission and low noise and
energy consumption.
• The proposed elevated railway tracks will connect
Colombo to its most populous suburbs, and operate

in four colour-coded routes including red, blue and
green and purple.
– Red - From Ragama to Kottawa via Colombo
Fort (42 km)
– Blue - From Kottawa to Hunupitiya through
Irusupaya (23 km)
– Green - From Moratuwa to Kelaniya via
Narahenpita. (28 km)
– Purple - From Port City to Athurugiriya via Borella.

Figure 10: Route of Western Region Light Rail Transit Project

Source(s): Western Region Transport Development Project
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• Marine Drive Extension: The 35-km coastal Marine
Drive Extension project from the CBD to Panandura
(South Colombo) will alleviate the existing traffic congestion in Colombo city. The extension will connect to
Port City Colombo from the north via an underground
tunnel from Colombo 03 to avoid disrupting the
greenery of Galle Face green.

• Boat service: A passenger boat service between
Wellawatte and Battaramulla was inaugurated, but
was briefly halted because to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The project is expected to relaunched as proposed
with a fleet of two 18-passenger and two eight-passenger capacity boats. The boats will travel the 10 km
canal length at 15-20 knots and allows passengers to
travel between the two locations in 30 minutes.

Figure 11: Underground Marine Drive
extension project
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Port City Colombo
Port City Colombo is a special economic zone in
Colombo, covering 269 hectares of artificial man-made
island reclaimed from the Indian Ocean and expanding
the Central Business District (CBD) of Colombo city.
Launched in 2014, the project is conceptualised as a
modern metropolis, multi-services city development
project featuring high-end integrated real estate
developments, top-notch infrastructure, smart city
concepts, unique regulatory and judicial system, a
tax-friendly regime, global financial exchange, and
a single window investment facilitator to enhance
business transactions. The city is set to host numerous

multinational enterprises, corporate headquarters,
financial institutions along with residential spaces,
retail outlets, recreational facilities, hotels, resorts,
abundant lush green spaces and around 273,000
multinationals living and working. Upon completion,
Port City Colombo is envisioned to be acknowledged
as South Asia’s gateway city, as well as a catalyst for
Colombo’s transformation into a modern service
hub, elevating Colombo’s reputation as a financial
metropolis equivalent to Singapore, Dubai,
and Hong Kong.

Port Access
Elvator Highway
North
Roundabout

CBD

Port City
Tunnel

Old Parliament

Lotus
Roundabout

Beire Lake

Underground Marine
Drive extension (UMDE)

Galle Face Green

Galle Face Hotel
Overhead Bridge

Surface Section

Overhead Bridge

Kollupitiya
Railway
Station

Source(s): Urban Development Authority (UDA), Road
Development Authority (RDA)
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Project snapshot
• Project: 269-hectare land reclamation and
mixed-use development
• Location: Colombo CBD
• Development Cost: USD 1.5 billion for
land reclamation and up to USD 15 billion for
city development
• Anticipated completion: 2041

• 6.3 Mn sqm build area (GFA)
• Expected Outcome: Rebrand Colombo from a Sri
Lanka-specific market to a regional market and
eventually a global market rivalling Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Dubai

US $
15 Billion
Investment

Creating

With an expected
city population of

83,000

273,000

New jobs

269 HA

5

Fully owned by
the Government
of Sri Lanka

Distinct Precincts

• Developer: China Harbour Engineering
Company (CHEC)
Project Timeline

Commencement of
development work
2018

Land reclaimed
from the Indian Ocean
2020

Completion of the
Sri Lanka's Parliament
Completion of
International Financial approves the Port City
key developments Centre (Phase 1)
Economic Commission Act.
2026

2025

2021

Target completion of
the Port City Colombo
in entirety
2041
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Master plan
The development is divided into five precincts
i.e., Financial District, the Marina, Island Living,
International Island, and Central Park Living, with
the International Financial District as the focal point.
Around 50 per cent of the total 6.3 square meter build
area will be dedicated to residential units, while the
remaining 24 per cent will be committed to office, 14
per cent to retail, and 6 per cent to hotel development.
The remaining 5 per cent covering 310,000 sqm is
allocated to infrastructure and social amenity spaces

Concessions and benefits of investing within Port City
including public parks, waterways and abundant open
areas with lush greenary. World-class educational
and healthcare facilities as well as an international
conference centre are some of the social infrastructure
features of the city. The project envisions to become
a leading global financial centre built on sustainable
city design and smart concepts where environmentally
friendly people, organisations and visitors come
together to live and do business.

01

A single-window investment facilitator for all
licences and approvals to set up and operate
businesses within the city

05

Waiver of corporate income tax

02

A dedicated international commercial dispute
resolution centre

06

Tax-free income for individuals employed
within the city

03

A unique legal and regulatory framework
to govern the city and protect investors
and stakeholders.

07

Relaxation in foreign exchange regulations for
to repatriate profits and capital

04

Facilitates businesses to establish with 100%
foreign ownership

08

Permitted to transact in any designated
foreign currency

Interim provision of the Port City Economic Commission Act

Implications for IT/ITeS companies
The 40-hectare financial district of Port City is set to
feature as the economic centre of Port City, playing
a pivotal role in transforming Port City into an
International Financial Centre (IFC), where foreign and
external intermediation takes place serving regions
extending beyond the host country. IFC’s play a key
role in transforming the global financial markets by
providing the infrastructure and resources to drive
entrepreneurship, improve access to finance, foster
innovation, encourage sustainable finance and actively
contribute to economic development. Development
of this project is already creating unique and
ambitious platform for IT/ ITeS companies to
operate in an environment that is conducive for
innovation and sustainability.

The attractiveness of investing in Port City Colombo is
facilitated by a flexible legal framework within the city,
which distinct from Sri Lanka’s legal system that is built
on principles derived from a combination of English
common law, Roman-Dutch civil law, and customary
law. Enacted by the Port City Economic Commission
Act of 2021, Port City Colombo is officially recognized
as a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) for serviceoriented industries, which will be governed by unique
framework law regulated by the Port City Economic
Commission; a 5–7-member president-appointed
regulatory agency entrusted with handling of all
proceedings related Port City including administration,
regulation, and control.
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Structural development of buildings including the
Colombo International Financial Centre (CIFC) will
commence following the completion of phase 1
infrastructure development in 2022. On the contrary,
the Port City Economic Commission Act of 2021 allows
enterprises that engage with Port City to benefit from
all privileges and concessions bestowed by the Act

while operating outside of Port City in any designated
part of Sri Lanka for a period of five years following
the Act’s commencement. This clause ensures that
a highly conducive business climate is created even
before its investors have a permanent business address
in Port City.

Establishing itself as a an SEZ, Port City Colombo will
generate adequate capital for innovative startups
and businesses in the IT/ITeS space from around
the world. The city will act as a launchpad to grow
Fintech, AI, and other futuristic technology and drive
Sri Lanka’s transformation into centre of innovation.
Besides driving the sectors growth, the city also
prioritises on integrating cutting-edge technology
such as IoT, AI and Big Data in digital citizen ID, food
traceability, renewable energy and management,
smart metering, smart waste management, smart
water system, smart parking, and security system

its master plan for development, offering a range of
investment opportunities with the city for both local
and international tech corporations.
Precincts within Port City are designed to provide
premium atmosphere for professionals and residents,
equipped with world class office and living spaces that
are both sustainable and technologically advanced.
These are highly desirable features that will attract
many career driven professionals around the world
creating an opportunity for IT/ITeS companies to tap
into the best quality talent pool of the future.

With the Government’s vision of reshaping greater Colombo into a global city,
the Port City Colombo will act as a precursor for the Sri Lankan Government’s
Western Megapolis Initiative rebranding the city as a global hub rivalling Hong
Kong, Singapore, and Dubai.
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05. Why Sri Lanka?

Tracking talent
Sri Lanka has a unique and niche talent pool which
enables the country strengthen its unique position
among regional giants. A strong education system that

spans multiple disciplines provides a diversified range
of sophisticated talent from various areas of expertise
that is used across a wide range of industries.

Size of the talent pool
According to the most recent ICTA study, the overall
employment of the ICT industry in Sri Lanka more than
doubled in 2019, with a goal of 200,000 by 2022. In
2019, the workforce increased by 42,019 employees at

a CAGR of 10.8 percent to roughly 124,000. The increase
can be attributed to the workforce keeping up with the
country’s expansion in the IT/ITeS sector over the time.

Figure 12: Current strength & growth of Sri Lanka’s ICT workforce
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To reach its goal of becoming a USD 3-billion sector
by 2024, the Sri Lankan IT/ITeS market relies on
its resources, inherent competencies, and cost
advantages. Companies’ outsourcing/offshoring
location decisions largely rely on the cost element, and
Sri Lanka secures a unique position in its competitive
landscape by offering ambitious prices for highly

complex and customised services. In a report by A.T.
Kearney, Sri Lanka ranked the highest in South Asia
for financial attractiveness in 2021, which is an index
based on compensation, infrastructure and regulatory
costs. This section of the report will critically assess and
benchmark resources and infrastructure that drive the
growth of the IT/ITeS sector of the country.

Sri Lanka has the highest value in South Asia for financial attractiveness index
on A.T. Kearney’s Global Services Location Index (GSLI) 2021
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Source(s): IT-BPM Workforce survey 2019, ICTA. Latest available data
Note: Talent for IT/ITeS has been assessed based on the workforce in ICT due to the availability of data and the similarity of skills required
within the subsector.

In comparison to other regional offshore locations, the country’s labour has a
low attrition rate of 10-15%, compared to 30-35% on average.
Source(s): Outsourcing Journal, Online edition
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Quality of the talent pool
The uniqueness of Sri Lanka’s IT/ITeS workforce is
determined by numerous aspects, including:
Competitive entry-level requirements: A Bachelor’s
degree is a standard entry qualification for most of
the job categories in all major employer categories
in Sri Lanka. In 2018, around 85 per cent of the ICT

workforce had a bachelor’s degree or above, according
to the ICTA. In the overall workforce, 64.2 per cent
are graduates, followed by 6.9 per cent with Master’s
degrees and 2.5 per cent with post-graduate diplomas.

The share of employees in the ICT industry who are graduates or above has
increased from 63% in 2013 to 85% in 2018
Figure 13: Education profile of ICT workforce
4.33%

6.87%

10.41%

2.47%

PhD
Masters

0.14%

PG diploma

11.56%

bachelor's degree
higher diploma and diploma

High quality of education: Tertiary level management,
math and science programmes in Sri Lanka are
globally recognised and considered to be one of the
best among Asian countries after Malaysia, China and
India. Sri Lankan universities under the University
Grants Commission (UGC) maintain a large number
of global research and academic partnerships with
universities from the US, Ireland and New Zealand. The
local education system has experienced significant
developments since 2011, expanding global awareness
of the quality of Sri Lankan education in accordance
with the GoSL’s goals of establishing Sri Lanka into an
education hub.
Improving access to national level competency
development programmes: The Government
has increased access to numerous competency
development programmes throughout Sri Lanka
to transform the country as a COE for key industry
verticals such as banking financial services and
insurance (BFSI), financial and accounting services,
investment research, engineering and legal
services, etc.

years of industry experience, and nearly 20 per cent
of the workforce has more than 8 years of industry
experience, indicating the prime quality of the Sri
Lankan ICT workforce. The share of less than 1-year
experience is represented by only an 11 per cent of
the workforce. The goal of ICTA for a digitally inclusive
Sri Lanka is to have an experienced IT workforce of
300,000 software engineers and programmers by 2025.
Existing upskilled workforce: Sri Lanka has been in
the forefront of adapting cutting-edge technologies.
Similarly, he Sri Lankan ICT workforce has been
up-to-date with their skill sets in the latest
technologies. According to ICTA, each employer in the
IT/ITeS space in Sri Lanka has employed experts in
emerging technologies, and more than 26 per cent of
the IT sub-market workforce has been using emerging
technologies, such as cloud, workflow management
technology and mobility platforms. To further
improve the quality of the ICT workforce, the GoSL
has launched several programmes offering grants to
employers to undertake quality enhancement training
for employees.

Availability of an experienced workforce: Around
40 per cent of the ICT workforce represents 1-3

non-IT graduates
64.22%

skilled but without formal qualification

Figure 14: Experience profile of ICT workforce
4.26

Source(s): IT-BPM Workforce survey 2019, ICTA. Latest available data
Note: Talent for IT/ITeS has been assessed based on the workforce in ICT due to availability of data and the similarity of skills
required within the subsector.

10.95

15.51
less than one year
1-3 years
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40.14

more than 12 year

29.14

Source(s): IT-BPM Workforce survey 2019, ICTA. Latest available data
Note: Talent for IT/ITeS has been assessed based on the workforce in ICT due to availability of data and the similarity of skills required within
the subsector.
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Figure 15: Talent requirements for emerging technologies

Figure 16: Age groups across ICT workforce
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Source(s): IT-BPM Workforce survey 2019, ICTA. Note: Talent for IT/ITeS has been assessed based on the workforce in ICT due to availability of
data and the similarity of skills required within the subsector.

Source(s): IT-BPM Workforce survey 2019, ICTA. Note: Talent for IT/ITeS has been assessed based on the workforce in ICT due to
availability of data and the similarity of skills required within the subsector.

A young workforce: The existing talent pool of Sri
Lanka is primarily a young workforce, indicating an
abundance of fresh talent competing for available
jobs. A young workforce is an advantage, increasing
the prospects of trainability. More than half the ICT
workforce of Sri Lanka, accounting for 57.95 per cent, is

within the age group of 25–34 years. While more than
93 per cent of the workforce below 45 years, only 7 per
cent comprise workers above 45 years. This young and
energetic workforce makes the Sri Lankan ICT talent
pool versatile in terms of skill transferability.

Computer literacy rate among the individuals completing secondary
education is 71%
Source(s): Outsourcing Journal, Online edition
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Talent watch
Increasing the number of academically qualified and
skilled workers in the labour force is one of the GoSL’s
primary thrust mechanism to increase the country’s
economic productivity. Historically, state universities
have not been able to supply a sufficient talent pool to
achieve the country’s growth targets. Thus, the GoSL
has adopted an inclusive approach in the education
sector, providing alternatives pathways for students

to enter the workforce at any stage of their education.
With the various conversion programmes available to
students, this comprehensive strategy allows students
to develop skills essential for the IT/ITeS industry at any
level, and ensures that the industries utilise resources
to its fullest potential to achieve the industry targets.

Figure 17: Capacity building for an empowered workforce

An Empowered Workforce

Latest data available from the UGC indicate that
the total number of graduates with a bachelor’s
degree supplied into the labour market from the
15 universities under the UGC in 2019 and 2018
were 24,890 and 26,024, respectively. Similarly, the
latest statistics from SLASSCOM and PwC indicate
an annual intake of 35,000 students into a growing
number of private institutions in the country, which
offer undergraduate and graduate-level education
in various disciplines and thus increasing access to
higher education in Sri Lanka. Rising importance in
the vocational education system has also created
alternative opportunities for students to pursue higher
education without going through the traditional
ladder. Every year, at least 46,000 students obtain
national vocational qualifications in disciplines such
as ICT, engineering, finance, baking, and management,

~85,000+

O/L and A/L
Foundation

and in 2019, more than 85,000 students enrolled in
professional qualification examinations such as CIMA,
ACCA, CFA, CA, and AATSL (SLASSCOM & PwC). Talent
supply into the finance and accounting outsourcing
market has been drastically increasing in size and
quality over the years with the growing significance
of private, professional accounting bodies such as
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka
(CA Sri Lanka), the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants, UK (CIMA), the Institute of Certified
Management Accountants (CMA), Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants, UK (ACCA) and The
Association of Accounting Technicians of Sri Lanka
(AATSL). Consequently, according to CIMA global,
Sri Lanka has the highest number of UK-recognised
accounting qualifications outside the United Kingdom.

Number of students enrolled for professional finance and
accounting exams in 2019

Higher education

Non-Tech Graduates

A\L

Conversion
Progress

Teritiary
Education

Sri Lanka has the highest number of UK-recognised accounting qualifications
outside of the United Kingdom.

Employement

Citizens

Professional Education

Social
Education

Tech Professionals
Vocational

Snapshot

Professional
Education

Postgraduate

Candidates
passing
Advanced Level
Examinations in
2019 - 180,000+

State university
intake per annum
– 30,000 +

Source(s): ICTA

Private institutes
intake per annum
- 35,000 +

Students enrolled in
professional qualification programmes
in accounting and
management (2019) –
85,000

Annual national
vocational
qualification
student output –
46,000

Source(s): SLASSCOM & PwC
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Cost of talent
Despite boasting a unique high-quality talent pool, the
compensation for IT/ITeS specific jobs that are heavily
outsourced are significantly cheaper than primary
client markets and are largely on par with relative
compensation packages across competitor markets,

Software developers in Sri Lanka earn an average
salary of USD 6,900, which is largely on par with
competitor markets and significantly cheaper than its
client markets. Similarly, the cost of talent for positions
such as accountant, business analyst, customer service
specialists in countries such as Vietnam, Bangladesh
and the Philippines are marginally lower compared to
Sri Lanka. The marginal difference in IT/ITeS-specific
job compensation packages among the competitor
markets is attributed to value-added client services
provided by the Sri Lankan market.

deriving its value-for-money factor. Call centre jobs like
customer support specialists take home an average
pay of USD 2,520 per annum, while in the US and the
UK, the average pay for a similar role would be in the
range of 45,420 and USD 37,188, respectively.

Figure 18: Entry-level compensation benchmarking for IT/ITeS specific jobs
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An AT Kearny report indicates that a compensation
package in Sri Lanka (benefits, bonuses and taxes)
is at least 10 per cent lower than that in India for IT
programmers with at least two years of experience,
followed by BPO analysts and accountants at a 20 per
cent and 40 per cent lower compensation, respectively.
The value-for-money factor in Sri Lanka ensures a high
degree of investor confidence, allowing for significant
capital savings when making ground investment for a
niche workforce.

Bangladesh 1.6
USD 000's

USD 000's

Source(s): Paylab Database, Salary.lk
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Profile

Case Study: Pearson

services backed by ingenuity, quality, and world-class
people practices. The education market is the 2nd
largest component of the GDP in most countries today
and post the pandemic we are seeing an accelerated
adoption of digitally-enabled learning, which will in
turn provide more opportunities for tech talent in
Sri Lanka...

Diyath Ariyaratne

“

“

Sri Lanka is a fast emerging global destination of
choice for IT/BPM and the knowledge solutions
industry. It has become a country of choice not
only for startups but also for global giants such as
Pearson - the World’s Leading Learning Company.
Over the years, Sri Lanka’s diverse local technology
talent has continued to impress our service recipients
with high-end product engineering and technology

General Manager, Pearson Lanka

Company name

Pearson Lanka (Private) Limited

HQ

London, United Kingdom

Global Presence

Over 200 countries across the globe

Primary business

Education

Year of establishment in
Sri Lanka

2002

Core business function in
Sri Lanka

Software Product Development and Infrastructure
Management, Technology Operations & Cyber Security

Current workforce in
Sri Lanka

850+

Expected workforce in 2025

1,000+

Overview
Pearson Lanka (Private) Limited, (Pearson Lanka) is the
largest Pearson-owned technology delivery centre. With
over 850 employees, Pearson Lanka provides software
product engineering, global infrastructure monitoring &
management, and cyber security management services
to multiple technology groups across Pearson. The
global learning market is vast and is growing rapidly
and is anticipated to grow into a £7 tn industry by 2030
from a £5 tn market today. This presents a great demand
for talent within Pearson in Sri Lanka to help shape the
future of learning.
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Learning is the most powerful force for change in
the world, and Pearson does that by providing high
quality, digital content and learning experiences and
assessments and qualifications that help people build
their skills and grow with the world around them.
More than 20,000 employees from Pearson deliver
our products and services in nearly 200 countries, all
working towards a common purpose – to help everyone
achieve their potential through learning. We are the
world’s leading learning company. Learn more at
pearsonplc.com.
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Success story
Initiated as a BOT in 2002 with Virtusa, the company
officially became a Pearson entity in 2008, with
160 employees and has had a steady growth since.
Employing over 850, Pearson Lanka today is a giant
in the Sri Lanka tech industry, providing career
opportunities to hundreds of local tech talent,
using cutting-edge technologies and generating
foreign currency inflows to Sri Lanka. Pearson Lanka
is also a prominent member company of the Sri
Lanka Association for Software Services Companies
(SLASSCOM), the national chamber for the knowledge
and innovation industry in Sri Lanka.

Internet and broadband market
Occupying over 60,000 square feet at MAGA ONE, a
state-of-the-art, grade A building located at the
Southern Business District of Colombo, Pearson Lanka
boasts of a talent pool that supports all business
verticals of Pearson, 24x7, 365 days of the year. Pearson
Lanka is an ISO:22301:2012 Business Continuity
Management System (BCMS) certified business location
with processes and facilities to work and add value
to the business despite a difficult situation. Pearson
Lanka’s highly skilled engineering talent pool, together
with pioneering technologies, processes, practices
and competitive cost, provides a distinct competitive
advantage to Pearson’s mission globally.

Sri Lanka has been at the forefront of adapting the
cutting-edge technologies in the internet market,
providing businesses and individuals the most
advanced platforms to connect to global networks.
In 2019, 95 per cent of Sri Lanka had 4G coverage.
The country is slowly shifting from 4G technology
towards 5G mobile services, and it is the first country
in South Asia to conduct pre-commercial 5G trials.
SLTMobitel, Sri Lanka’s national telecom provider,

has invested more than Rs. 25 billion on improving
the countries high-speed broadband infrastructure
backbone while Dialog Axiata, the largest private
telecom provider, has thus far repurposed 20 per cent
of its LTE antennas for 5G compatibility. Sri Lanka
offers several internet package plans that are highly
affordable and can often be tailor-made according to
the nature of usage.

Internet speed
• 4G LTE Mobile Broadband: Download –16.02 Mbps; Upload – 7 Mbps
• 4G LTE Fixed Broadband: Download – 26.05 Mbps; Upload – 12.21 Mbps
• Fibre Optics: Download – Increase 100Mbit/s to 1000Mbit/s; Upload –Increase 50Mbit/s to 600Mbit/s
Source(s): Speedtest Intelligence, Ookla, August, 2021

Unlimited connectivity
Sri Lanka offers tier-I infrastructure at tier-II cost
Rapidly changing and expanding telecommunication
industry is one of the key enablers for the growth of
the IT/ITeS sector, facilitating a competitive edge to the
global IT/ITeS market. Aside from superior architecture
and tier-I infrastructure, the cost of telecommunication
in Sri Lanka is much lower than in major industrial and
IT/ITeS markets around the world. In 2018, the country

implemented a five-year Cyber Security Strategy (2018
to 2023) to build a resilient and trusted cyber security
ecosystem. Consequently, Sri Lanka was ranked 69th
in the National Cyber Security Index in 2021, up 29
positions from 2020

Fixed broadband: Sri Lanka’s fixed broadband
providers are reliable and highly affordable, facilitating
smooth and efficient business functions and
connectivity for businesses and individuals. Sri Lanka

is ranked among the top countries in the world for the
cheapest fixed-broadband subscription in the 2020
fixed-broadband worldwide price comparison by cable.
co.uk.

Table 4: Fixed broadband subscription – average entry package cost per month

Average Package Price in USD
/Month

Rank

Economy

5

Sri Lanka

9.58

12

Vietnam

11.27

16

China

12.26

20

India

13.58

58

Bangladesh

31.34

67

United Kingdom

34.78

85

India

119

Philippines

53.71

131

United States

59.99

5.16

Source(s): Cable.co.uk
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Mobile data: With increasing mobile internet
penetration, the quality of mobile broadband available
in Sri Lanka has exceeded the quality of standard
fixed-broadband services. Mobile data prices in
Sri Lanka are much lower than most regional

competitors, driven by a heavy oligopoly competition.
In 2021, the country was ranked 9 out of 230 countries
listed in the worldwide mobile data pricing by Cable.
co.uk with an average price of USD 0.38 for 1GB of
mobile data.

Table 5: Mobile broadband subscription –average price of 1GB

Rank

Economy

Average Package Price in USD
(For 1GB)

8

Bangladesh

0.34

9

Sri Lanka

0.38

15

Vietnam

0.49

17

China

0.52

28

India

0.68

78

United Kingdom

1.42

97

Philippines

1.77

154

United States

3.33

International connectivity: Sri Lanka has
international connectivity through four major global
submarine cable systems; SEA-ME-WE 5, SEA-ME-WE
4, SEA-ME-WE 3 and the Fiber-Optic Link Around the
Globe (FLAG). There is further connectivity via four
regional submarine cables: the Bharat Lanka, Dhiraagu,
Bay of Bengal Gateway, and Maldives Sri Lanka cable

Table 6: Cable landing stations in Sri Lanka

Submarine
cable type

Cable system name
SMW4

International
submarine
cable system

SMW3
SMW5
FALCON
Bharat Lanka

Source:cable.co.uk

Domestic network connectivity: SLTMobitel’s
ultra-speed nationwide dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) fibre optic transmission network
is the backbone network of Sri Lanka. Spanning over
20,000 km acrossthe country, it connects the south to

the central region of the country. SLT’s international
backhaul network consists of three main cable
stations in Colombo, Mt. Lavinia and Matara,
connecting to its international backhaul hub at
the Welikada SLT premises.

Figure 19: Sri Lanka’s Backhaul Network Architecture

systems. All eight cable systems connect to five
landing stations owned by three telecom operators:
SLTMobitel, Lanka Bell and Dialog Axiata. The South
East Asia–Middle East–Western Europe 6 project was
recently proposed, and it is expected to provide an
additional 12 Tbps bandwidth capacity, strengthening
Sri Lanka’s IT sector.

Regional submarine
cable system

Dhiraagu-SLT
Bay of Bengal
Gateway (BBG)
Maldives Sri Lanka (MSC)

Landing station
Colombo Cable Landing
Sation - SLTMobile
Mount Lavinia Cable
Landing Station
Matara Cable
Landing Station
Colombo Cable Landing
Station - Lanka Bell
Mount Lavinia Cable
Landing Station
Colombo Cable
Landing Sation
Mount Lavinia Cable Landing
Station - Dialog Axiata
Mount Lavinia Cable Landing
Station - Dialog Axiata

Owner of the
landing station
SLTMobitel
SLTMobitel
SLTMobitel
Lanka Bell
SLTMobitel
SLTMobitel
Dialog Axiata
Dialog Axiata

Source(s): Submarine Cable Networks

Figure 20: The Bay of Bengal Gateway (BBG) cable system
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Source(s): SLTMobitel
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Table 7: Internet bandwidth & capacity

Figure 21: FALCON cable map

International Internet
Bandwidth

International Internet
Bandwidth per Capita

48 TBPS

12.65 KBPS

Source(s): International Internet Bandwidth and capacity Pricing Sri Lanka, SLT Sri Lanka, 2016

Source (s): GCX, Submarine Cable Networks

Figure 22: SLTMobile Global Network

Source(s): SLTMobitel
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Voice
While fixed-line voice services have taken over by
voice-over-internet protocol (VoIP) in most voice-based
service providers, demand for mobile voice services
still exist. The telecom providers in Sri Lanka offer

the cheapest mobile voice services, ranked ninth in
the world for offering affordable entry-level mobile
voice packages in the latest report by International
Telecommunication Union.

around USD 17 cents, which is cheaper than regional
competitors, including India and the Philippines.
While Bangladesh, Vietnam, and China are marginally
cheaper on the cost aspect, Sri Lanka scores 6 out

of 8 on the electricity quality index, indicating the
attribution of the price difference to the quality of
service, and the size of the economy, respectively.

Figure 23: Electrification in Sri Lanka
Table 8: Mobile voice subscription – entry-level prices

Rank

Economy

9

Sri Lanka

31

UK

19

China

41

Entry-level package cost USD
District boundary

0.93

Province boundary

17.34

100%

3.01

99-99.9%

USA

32.66

98-98.9%

77

India

1.83

97-97.9%

75

Bangladesh

1.55

96-96.9%

119

Vietnam

5.33

95-95.9%

124

Philippines

9.46

90-93%

Source(s): ITU. GNI p.c. USD exchange rates are from the IMF or UN, 2019. Latest available data

Green energy
• Total system capacity in 2020:4GWH
• Independent Power Producers (private
sector): 585 MW
The primary source of power to the national grid of
Sri Lanka is from hydropower, which is dominantly
owned and operated by the Ceylon Electricity Board
(CEB). Several private players in the industry also
contribute to the national grid with renewable energy
sourced from mini-hydro, wind, solar and biomass.
The GoSL launched a large-scale, 10-year plan to
rejuvenate the power and energy sector with a vision
of transforming Sri Lanka into a knowledge-based
economy within 2015-2025. The execution of the plan is
anticipated to further bring down the cost, the number
of procedures in obtaining a connection, and the price
for consumption. The CEB plans to increase the power
generation capacity of the country from 4 GWh to

7GWh (6,900) MW by 2025 with a significant increase in
renewable energy, actively supported by the Sri Lanka
Sustainable Energy Authority (SLSEA). Sri Lanka is in a
highly advantageous position among its competitors
in the IT/ITeS sector due to its electricity infrastructure,
which enables for seamless connectivity at significantly
lower prices.
Sri Lanka is ranked 89th in the world, higher than the
average score of all South Asian nations combined,
with a score of 74.5 out of 100 in the World Bank’s
Ease of Doing Business 2020 report’s index for ease
of accessing electricity. In the cost index, Sri Lanka
score’s a high of 91.8 for providing businesses the
ability to getting electricity connection at the lowest
possible cost.

Source(s): Central Electricity Board of Sri Lanka

The monthly consumption of electricity for commercial activities in Sri Lanka is
around USD 17 cents – World Bank

According to the World Bank report, the monthly
electricity consumption for commercial activities is
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Figure 23: Getting Electricity in Sri Lanka

Changing skyline

0

100
89.4: India (Rank: 22)
74.5: Sri Lanka (Rank: 89)
64.0: Pakistan (Rank: 123)
62.6: Regional Average (South Asia)

Colombo’s skyline has changed dramatically in less
than a decade, with new skyscrapers sprouting up at
an astounding level. The upswing in the service sector
remains the primary driving factor for significantly
increasing international and domestic investors in the
commercial real estate space. Quality commercial real
estate is a critical enabler of economic growth as it
offers businesses with workspace to operate effectively
and efficiently.

Colombo’s reputation as a business hub has
been augmented to a significant extent with the
development of high-quality modern and innovative
commercial buildings. Commercial real estate in
Colombo plays an important role in attracting skills
and capital from around the world and it is likely to
expand further within the next decade. It is also an
attractive asset class for global institutional investors
such as pension funds, insurance companies and
sovereign wealth funds.

55.6: Maldives (Rank: 149)

Quality commercial office spaces for an innovative working environment

34.9: Bangladesh (Rank: 176)

Source(s): Doing Business, 2020, World Bank.
Note: The ranking of economies on the ease of getting electricity is determined by sorting their scores for getting electricity. These scores are
the simple average of the scores for all the component indicators except the price of electricity.

Figure 24: Getting Electricity in Sri Lanka -Score

The need for quality grade A commercial buildings
has been on the rise with growing composition
of millennials in the workforce, and multinational
corporations who often expect enhanced human
experiences, health and wellness features,
sustainability and technology tools in their work
environment. Developers of recent commercial
building projects in Colombo, have been aware of

the evolving real estate preference of both domestic
and international demand and have integrated newer
designs, aesthetics and a variety of amenities to their
buildings. Most recently completed state-of-the-art
developments such as Shangri-La Office Tower (OGFT)
and Cinnamon Life have incorporated their office
component to mixed-use ‘Live, Work, Play’ model,
catering the need of their future centric occupiers.

Real estate snapshot

66.7

64.3

91.8

75.0

Procedures

Time

Cost

Reliability of supply
and transparency of
Tariff index

Source(s): Doing business, 2020, World Bank

Stock – Grade A

Demand/ Supply

• Net Leasable Area (operational): 3 million square feet
• Supply Pipeline: 3.1 million square feet
• Proposed Pipeline: 0.7 million (758,303) square feet

• Average Net Absorption (Q2 2020-Q1 2021): 2%
• Vacancy Rate (2020): 19%

Table 9: Standardised electricity connection

17.3
Sri Lanka

20.3
India

9.4
Bangladesh

12.5
China

12.5
Vietnam

18.1
Philippines

Source(s): Doing business 2020, World Bank;Note: Monthly bill is then computed based in the largest business city of the economy for the
month of January.
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Rent
• Grade A - USD 1.14 - 3.50
• Grade A Rental Growth – 1.21% y-o-y
• Grade B - USD 0.8 to 1.20
Source(s): JLL Research 3Q2021
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Up-ticking demand driven by IT/ITeS occupiers
Tower, Cinnamon Life Office Tower, Parkland, Access
Towers, and several other grade-A buildings in
Colombo are home to a number of well-known global
IT/ITeS corporations, including Pearson, RR Donnelly,
Wiley, IFS, HCL, and Microsoft.

25%
vacancy rate (%)

Colombo’s office market has seen healthy leasing
demand from a diverse range of industries over the
years. With the growing footprint of multinational
IT/ITeS firms in Sri Lanka, the share of IT/ITeS
transactions in grade A office buildings has increased.
The World Trade Centre (WTC), One Galle Face Office

Vacancy trend-Grade A properties

20%
15%
10%
5%

Table 10: Key IT/ITeS office transactions in 2020

0%

Company

Core Business
Focus

Building Name

Size of Transaction
Micro market
in Sq Ft

WILEY

IT services

MAGA ONE

SBD

6,324.00

INTERPID GROUP

IT/ BPO

PREMIER PACIFIC
BUILDING

CBD

15,000.00

HCL Technologies

IT/ Software products

Orion City

SBD

60,000.00

GAP STAR

IT/Software

ONYX BUILING RAJAGIRIYA

SBD

12,500.00

CASHWAGON

IT/FinTech

ORION CITY

SBD

14,000.00

Source(s): JLL Research, 3Q2021

The construction boom
Despite an upward trending demand, rising vacancy
rates in the Colombo’s grade A commercial stock
indicates a large supply infusion. Total supply for
2021 is expected to close at an approximate 1.1 Mn

square feet; the largest grade A supply influx will be
recorded within a year in the Colombo office market.
The expanding demand has also resulted in a supply
pipeline of over 3 million square feet in total.

Supply pipeline for 2021

Est.
Completion

Total Building
Developer /
Area square
Owner
feet

Building

Precinct

MicroMarket

Cinnamon life
Office Tower

Colombo 02

CBD

Q22021

137,332

JKH Properties

Ekroma

Colombo 02

CBD

Q3 2021

153000

OPEX Holdings

Mireka Tower (Havelock
City Office Complex)

Colombo 05

SBD

Q3 2021

600,000

Overseas Realty
Pvt. Ltd

JFT Tower III

Colombo 10

SBD

Q3 2021

240000

JFI

Q3
2018

Q4
2018

Q1
2019

Q2
2019

Q3
2019

Q4
2019

Q1
2020

Q2
2020

Q3
2020

Q4
2020

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Source(s): JLL Research, 3Q2021

Table 11: Future supply

Total Building
Area square
Developer/Owner
feet

Building

Precinct

Micro- Est.
Market Completion

ITC Colombo one

Colombo 01

CBD

Q2 2022

45,000

ITC Developers

Galle Face Icon Renuka Tower

Colombo 02

CBD

Q2 2022

488000

Renuka Group

Yathama Building

Colombo 02

CBD

Q2 2022

236800

Marina Square Harbour Village

Colombo 15

SBD

Q2 2023

500,000

The One Colombo

Colombo 01

CBD

2023

300,000 -

MAGA Two

Colombo 05

SBD

Q2 2022

292000

ICC Office Building

Malabe

PBD

1Q 2022

131000

Yathama Holdings
Pvt. Ltd
Access Engineering
Pvt. Ltd / Harbour
Village (Pvt.)
The One Transworks
Square (PVT) LTD
Maga Engineering
(Pvt) Ltd
International
Construction
Consortium

Source(s): JLL Research, 3Q2021

Source(s): JLL Research 3Q2021
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Keeping up with emerging trends – Smart Spaces

Figure 25: Key IT/ITeS tenants occupying grade A and grade B buildings
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Serviced offices have been prevalent in the market
operated by international brands such as Regus and
the Executive Centre since 2012. WorkStudio, Elegance
workspaces, Hatch, Business Hub and Grandspace,
are a few examples of local players who have gained
popularity in the startup ecosystem of Colombo.
Pricing models for flexible office space vary widely,
ranging from daily to monthly to multi-year contracts.
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The spurt of startups in recent years has created
the demand for flexible office spaces in Colombo.
While co-working spaces are popular among
individuals and startups, serviced offices have been
receiving increased interest from IT/ITeS-based
offshoring companies. The offshoring companies at
their incubating stages often enjoy benefits of flexible
office models such as plug and play, a collaborative
working environment, top-of-the-line infrastructure,
along simplified and short-term contracts.
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Square feet
0

20000

40000

1

oracle corporation

2

RR donnelley

4500

3

ADA

4500

4

E-Builder Technology

6000

5

Datavali Lanka

6000

6

eMarketing Eye

9000

7

ADL

9000

8
9

Microsoft

10

SyscoLabs

11

99x Technologies

12

Virtusa

30000

13

IFS

30000

14

John Wileys and Sons

15

Pearson

16

IFS

Zebra

60000

80000

100000

120000

140000

160000

3000

10000
12000
14000
18000

37000
56000
140000

Source(s): JLL Research
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Tenant-friendly market

Serviced oﬀices: Regus,
The Executive Centre

Serviced oﬀices: Regus,
The Executive Centre

Co-working
Eg. Work
Studio,
Connect
Co-working

Hybrid Spaces:
Elegance work, Hatch

Hybrid Spaces:
Elegance work, Hatch

Co-working
Eg. Work
Studio, Connect

The growing supply of quality grade-A spaces
has prompted several office relocations of IT/ITeS
companies within Colombo, where the average rent
is USD 1.80 per square foot per month, making it one
of the most affordable cities in Asia Pacific for grade A
spaces. Meanwhile, several IT/ITeS companies are also
found occupying grade-B buildings around Colombo
and its suburbs. Standalone grade-B buildings in

Colombo are often available in supreme quality for
highly affordable rental rates as low as USD 1.50 per
square feet/year. Emerging sub-markets in the east
and southern peripherals also offer relatively standard
quality office spaces for comparatively lower rental
rates than in the central business district (CBD) and
secondary business district (SBD).

Flexible office snapshot

0.42 mn sq. ft.
flexible oﬀice stock

3,000 seats

0.42 mn
mn sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
0.42
flexible oﬀice
oﬀice stock
stock
flexible

25 locations
around Colombo

3,000 seats
seats
3,000

Average area
of 8,700 sq. ft.

25 locations
locations
25
around Colombo
Colombo
around

Average area
area
Average
of 8,700
8,700 sq.
sq. ft.
ft.
of

Net Eﬀective Rent (NLA) (USD o sq ft. per month)

Figure 26: Availability & affordability of office space in outsourcing locations
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Delhi

2

Mumbai

Hanoi
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1

Colombo

Chennai
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Kuala Lumpur

Oﬀice stock (million sq ft)

Average monthly
price for Co-working
Desk: USD 86

Rental Value Index

2021Q4

2021Q3

2021Q2

2021Q1

2020Q4

2020Q3

2020Q2

2020Q1

2019Q4

2019Q3

2019Q2

2019Q1

2018Q4

2018Q3

2018Q2

77 seats

2018Q1

World Trade Centre

2017Q4

The Executive
Serviced Office
Centre

2017Q3

BPO

Size of
Transaction

2017Q2

Wiley

Operator Type Building

2017Q1

Operator

2016Q4

Company

Core
Business
Focus

2016Q3

oﬀice: USD 168

Average monthly
price for Co-working
Desk: USD 86

2016Q2

Average monthly

Table 12: Recent servicedprice/seat
office transaction
at serviced

2016Q1

Source(s): JLL Research

200
180
160
140
120
100
80
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40
20
0
2015Q4

Average monthly
price/seat at serviced
oﬀice: USD 168

Source(s): JLL Research, 3Q2021 | Note: Size of the bubble indicates size
of office stock (Net Lettable Area) in these cities. 1 USD = 185.06 LKR

Source(s): JLL Research, 3Q2021

Source(s): JLL Research
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IT Parks

TRACE expert city

Building and supporting the development of both
public and private IT parks is one of the primary
initiatives undertaken by the Government of Sri Lanka
(GoSL) to support the policy of building a technocentric economy. IT parks play a critical role in the
localisation of numerous technological enterprises.
The developing IT parks in Sri Lanka will play a key
role in enabling the creation and development of
knowledge-based enterprises, attracting talent,
fostering an innovative environment, and stimulating
economic growth.

Techno Parks in Kurunegala, Kandy,
Galle and Nuwara Eliya
The Government of Sri Lanka, in collaboration
with the Ministry of Technology, intends to build
four fully-fledged plug-and-play Techno parks in
Kurunegala, Kandy, Galle, and Nuwara Eliya. A funding
allocation LKR 10 billion has been made to develop
these parks as eco-friendly cities with extensive
connectivity and accessibility. The first phase of this
project would create 25,000 job opportunities and will
span 25 acres of land. Preliminary work on the four
parks have been completed already, and they will have
the following amenities:
• Incubator and startup space
• High speed and reliable 5G connectivity
• Innovation centre
• Sharing software and other resources
• Edu-Tech Hubs
• Telecommunication centres, banking,
and conference centres,

The Urban Development Authority (UDA) and the
Ministry of Defence developed the TRACE expert city,
a limited liability not-for-profit IT Park in the SBD,
at the site of the Tripoli Market square, a derelict
18th century British warehouse building complex, to
enhance the IT/ITeS ecosystem. Additional phases have
been planned and include two high-rise multi-story

buildings and two mid-rise buildings. Upon completion
of Phase III, the IT Park will deliver a full spectrum
of IT-centric social infrastructure, including office
spaces, recreational spaces, parking, research facilities,
supermarkets, and residential and hotel facilities.

Orion City IT Park
The Orion City IT park was the first privately-owned
IT Park established in 2009, spanning over 16 acres
of land, housing some of the most important IT/ ITeS
giants like Virtusa, Pearson and TATA Communications.
With the completion of the Orion City Tower 1 in 2018,

the IT Park expanded by 250,000 square feet of grade-A
office space. The third phase of the development will
set off as a 3 million-square feet.grade A, IT-centric
development in the city.

Language of connectivity
The wide use of English for official and commercial
purposes in Sri Lanka has been the most prominent
post-colonial trait. Teaching English as a secondary
language from primary schools has been a key policy
of Sri Lanka since 1950. Aside from English, a number
of other languages have gained prominence, including
Mandarin, French, Spanish, German, and Japanese.
This trend is driven by the country’s thriving tourism
and services sector.
Sri Lanka has a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic population
with vast cultural diversity and rich traditions. The

country offers a one-of-a-kind blend of culture,
with modern elements embraced as a result of
globalisation, technology, and ‘westernisation’, as well
as a mix of traditional aspects reflected by its Indian
and European influences. The people of Sri Lanka are
well known for their hospitability and are noticeably
friendly, highly productive, creative, and adapt very
fast to different cultures and environments. This
makes Sri Lankans some of the best people to engage
within business, especially in sophisticated high-end
businesses like consulting across various industries.

• Recreation and entertainment
• State-of-the-art infrastructure.
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Sri Lanka: Your next destination for IT/ITeS investments
National efforts to transform Sri Lanka into a Centre
of Excellence (CoE) have uniquely positioned the
country in a competitive position among its regional
competitors. Sri Lanka has been recognised as
a service hub for value-added, tailored services
across a variety of industries. The key facilitator of its
differentiation is a resourceful talent pool with broad
competencies, that makes Sri Lanka a highly preferable
destination for multinational firms. Sri Lanka’s social,
economic, and physical infrastructure has been
rapidly improving, with infrastructure quality and cost
becoming comparatively better and cheaper than its
regional peers.
Sri Lanka is often regarded as the most cost-effective
choice in South Asia for multinational corporations.
The majority of infrastructure and real estate rates are
highly competitive with regional competitors and far
lower than client markets such as the United Kingdom
and the United States. The unparalleled quality of its
physical infrastructure and real estate has fuelled the
IT/ITeS industry’s expansion. Global firms in the Sri
Lankan IT/ITeS spectrum gain enormously from the
“Value-for-Money” element, which is often derived

from sophisticated and tailor-made services offered
to client markets at incomparable pricing.
International firms’ success in the host country is often
intrinsically tied to the workforce’s adaptation to the
company’s home country working style and culture.
Sri Lankans are generally exceedingly adaptive and
“westernised” as a result of their colonial heritage and
long-standing exposure to tourism and trade. Doing
business in Sri Lanka is a unique experience owing to
their professional, easygoing attitude and outstanding
communication skills.

06. Appendix
Additional Resources
Starting your business in Lanka

The Sri Lankan IT/market has a promising future,
owing to the country’s improving economic climate
and business environment. The GoSL’s efforts to
transform Colombo into the “Most Liveable City in
South Asia” have drawn a range of foreign direct
investments in social and physical infrastructure,
fuelling the country’s thrust industries, particularly
the ICT industry, to grow at a rapid pace. This leaves
Sri Lanka on a clear path to becoming South Asia’s
leading destination for IT/ITeS investments.

The key differentiator is a talented workforce driven by niche competencies,
making Sri Lanka one of the most appealing IT/ITeS marketplaces in South Asia
for international corporations.
Investment guide
Company registration in Sri Lanka
Foreign entities can establish a business presence in
Sri Lanka by either:
• Incorporating a fully owned subsidiary, or a company
in which it has majority control
• Registering as an overseas company, subject to
the restrictions imposed by Sri Lanka’s exchange
control laws
The Department of the Registrar of Companies (DRoC)
holds the sole responsibility for company registration
Sri Lanka: Asia’s Emerging IT/ITeS destination | 78

for local and foreign investors to establish business and
other institutions under the relevant acts in accordance
with the economic and trade policies of the GoSL.
The DROC offers online registration facilities allowing
prospective investors initiate registrations and monitor
the registration process online without their
physical presence in the country. The DROC also
gives investors a chance to establish businesses in
accordance with the respective economic and trade
policies of the Government.
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Investment facilitation body: Board of Investment (BOI)
Name Approval Period

1-2 Days

Memorandum & Article of Association

Companies Act No. 7, of 2007

Government fee for Registration

USD 80 (approximate)

Consultancy Fee

USD 800 – 1,200 (Depending on the nature of Business)

Duration for registration of business

1-2 weeks

Corporate Tax Rate (IT/ITeS)

A reduced rate of 14%

Duration for registration of property

3– 4 weeks

The Board of Investments (BOI) is an autonomous
statutory investment body. It is the central facilitation
point for foreign investments. The BOI provides
one-stop services for all foreign investors and is
empowered to enter into agreements with investors,
providing incentives to attract investments. The Single
Window Investment Facilitation Taskforce (SWIFT)
of the BOI acts as a facilitation arm for investors in

their approval process, providing linkages to the
relevant line agencies as a measure of expediting the
project approval process. Projects approved under
Section 16 of BOI Law are permitted without any fiscal
concessions, such as tax holidays, preferential tax rates,
customs duty exemptions, and foreign
exchange controls.
Visit Website - investsrilanka.com

Primary duties of the BOI
• Approval of projects

Business ownership
A foreign company can hold 100 per cent ownership
of the business in Sri Lanka, with an appointment
of a director holding Sri Lankan citizenship. On the

• Granting incentives
• Arranging utility service
other hand, a joint venture can be formed with a local
partner holding ownership of 51 per cent stake or
above and the foreign party holding 49 per cent stake.

• Freehold
• Leasehold
The terms of leases granted by the Government and/
or private individuals may vary and depend on the
purpose for which the land is to be used and the
agreement. The property can be owned either by the
state, by private individuals, or by corporate entities.
In respect of private land, ownership is obtained by
the execution of deeds of transfer in the presence of a
notary public and two witnesses, in accordance with
the provisions of the Prevention of Frauds Ordinance.
All other transactions in respect of land, such as leases,

• Facilitating import and export clearances

Guide to IT/ITeS investors seeking exemptions

Property tenure/ownership
There are two types of property tenures in Sri Lanka:

• Assistance in obtaining resident visas for expatriate personnel and

mortgages and other dispositions, should
also comply with the provisions of the Prevention
of Frauds Ordinance.
According to the land (Restriction on Alienation) Act
No.38 of 2014, which was formed with a primary
objective of facilitating land requirement by foreign
investors, lease of land for investments and outright
transfers will be permitted with a maximum lease
period of 99 years, when the foreign partner holds
a less than 50 per cent stake. However, in the case
of condominiums, foreign nationals can purchase
properties above the fourth floor in Sri Lanka without
any restrictions.
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Foreign investors seeking investment incentives,
especially in the IT/ITeS industry, such as exemptions
from exchange control regulations, concessions from
customs duty, tax holidays should register under
Section 17 of the Board of Investment Law No. 4 of
1978 or have the investment identified by the Board
of Investment of Sri Lanka as a strategic development
project under the Strategic Development Projects Act
No. 14 of 2008 (as amended).
• Eligibility is based on the foreign investment value
and the importance of the investment sector to the
Sri Lankan economy and other stipulated criteria.

• The registration or licensing requirement for any
commercial entities in Sri Lanka would also depend
on the type of industry and business that the foreign
investor would be engaged in. For example, if the
investor decides on investing in the IT/ITeS sector, a
chance of giving a highlighted importance by state
officials on such considerations would be elevated.
• In relation to foreign employment restrictions in
Sri Lanka, foreign nationals are not permitted to be
employed unless their expertise is essential to the
national economy. All foreigners working in Sri Lanka
must obtain valid working visas.
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Tax treaties: Avoidance of double taxation

Colombo connect

Sri Lanka has entered into double tax avoidance
agreements with 44 countries, in terms of which
taxpayers may claim credits with respect to specified

taxes. Below is a list of countries that Sri Lanka has
entered into double tax avoidance agreements with as
of 2020.

Central Business District (CBD)

Secondary Business District (SBD)

Colombo 01 - 04 & Colombo 11: Fort area and
localities in a 3km radius

Colombo 05 – 15 excluding Col – 11: SBD area
stretches to the Colombo City Municipal limits - A
distance of 3 km from CBD limits towards North,
East & South

• Australia

• Oman

• Switzerland

• Financial, Business & Transportation Hub

• Bangladesh

• Pakistan

• Thailand

• Bahrain

• Palestine

• The United Kingdom

• Preferred location for Large Corporate Houses, Bank
HQs, MNCs, Startup SMEs & retail

• Belarus

• Philippines

• USA

• Belgium

• Poland

• Vietnam

• Canada

• Qatar

• Hong Kong

• China

• Romania

• Republic of Korea

• Czech Republic

• Germany

• Kuwait

• Denmark

• India

• Luxembourg

• Finland

• Indonesia

• Malaysia

• France

• Iran

• Russia

• Mauritius

• Italy

• Saudi Arabia

• Nepal

• Japan

• Seychelles

PD South: Stretches to a distance of 20 km from SBD
towards South (Along Galle Road)

• Netherlands

• Singapore

• The U.A.E.

•

• Norway

• Sweden

Mixed Zone with Mid & Low-end Residential,
Commercial - Retail & Office Spaces

•

Preferred location for IT / ITES Outsourcing, Large
Area Occupiers

• Mixed Zone with High & Mid-end Residential,
Commercial - Retail & Office Spaces
• Preferred location for Startup SMEs, Retail Houses

Peripheral Business District (PBD)
PD North: Stretches to a distance of 20km from SBD
towards North
PD East: Stretches to a distance of 10km from the SBD
towards East

Bilateral Investment Promotion and Protection Treaties (BITs)
With Sri Lanka signing the Bilateral Investment
Promotion and Protection Treaties (BITs) with 28

countries, foreign investments within the country are
given extreme protection.

• Australia

• Indonesia

• Romania

• Belgium Luxembourg

• Iran

• Singapore

• China

• Italy

• Sweden

• The Czech Republic

• Japan

• Switzerland

• Denmark

• The Republic of Korea

• Thailand

• Egypt

• Kuwait

• The United Kingdom

• Finland

• Malaysia

• USA

• France

• The Netherlands

• Vietnam

• Germany

• Norway

• India

• Pakistan
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beaches, cultural heritage sites, wildlife sanctuaries,
hill country views, surfing, water sports, and exciting
nightlife makes Sri Lanka a truly tropical paradise to
live and work in, for both expatriates and frequent
business travellers.
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CBD (Areas including the Fort Area localities in 3km radius)
Colombo 01: Fort
Colombo 02: Slave Island
Colombo 03: Kolupittiya
Colombo 04: Bambalapitiya
Colombo 11: Pettah
SBD (SBD area stretches to the Colombo City Municipal limits;
a distance of 3 km from CBD limits towards North, East & South)
Colombo 05: Narahenpitiya, Kirulapana North
Colombo 06: Wellawatta, Pamankada, Kirulapana South
Colombo 07: Cinnamon Garden
Colombo 08: Borella
Colombo 09: Dematagoda
Colombo 10: Maradana, Panchikawatte
Colombo 12: Hultsdorf
Colombo 13: Kotahena & Kochchikade

Colombo 14: Grandpass, Madampitiya
Colombo 15: Mutwal, Modera & Mattakkuliya
PBD-Northern (Along A3 Highway towards airport; stretches
to a distance of 20 km from SBD towards North)
Wattala
Peliyagoda
Kelaniya
Welisara
Ja-Ela
Katunayake
Kandana
PBD-Eastern (Zone extends to Kaduwela, a distance
of 10 km from the SBD)
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Sri Jayewardenepura Kotte

Battaramulla
Talawatugoda
Nugegoda
Pannipitiya
Kowatta
Malabe
Maharagama
Boralesgamuwa
PBD-Southern (Along Galle Road; stretches to a distance
of 20 km from SBD towards South)
Dehiwala-Mount Lavinia
Piliyandala
Moratuwa
Panadura
Ratmalana
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1,250 - 1,800

> USD 200

USD 1,230 - 2,145

Mid-Level

May or may not include facilities such
as standard quality swimming pools
and gymnasiums.

1,180 - 1,800

> USD 100

USD 910 - 1,340

< USD 100

USD 500 - 875
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Figure 25: International schools in CBD and SBD
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> USD 300

5th Cross

Amenities like a guest room, study room, balcony,
swimming pool, gymnasium, terrace area

1,050- 2,500

Bandaran
a yake

•

Luxury

High-end specifications such as
gymnasiums, 2 or more swimming
pools, supermarkets, high-end
furnishing, higher floor area and
design. Usually offers penthouses
with extraordinary views and ultraluxury interiors.

ksha M
aw
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3 BHK (Bedroom, Hall, Kitchen)

Specifications

Ba

•

Average
rent / month
(2 - 3 BHK)

- N eg

Preferred configuration & specifications

Segment

Average
Average
floor area
capital value
(square feet) (square feet)

lom bo

Expatriates can buy apartments / condominiums above the fourth floor;
however, land cannot be purchased on freehold and can only be leased for up
to 99 years.

3
9

10

Stafford International School

11

Royal Institute School
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Shopping, entertainment
and F&B experiences

The coffee shop trend

Colombo offers a unique experiential shopping
experience for tourists and locals, ranging from
colonial heritage shopping precincts such as
the Dutch Hospital to large open-air bazaar
strips such as the Pettah Market and large
destination shopping malls such as One Galle
Face Colombo. Colombo is one of the fastestgrowing retail destinations in the region, with
offerings ranging from high-end international
brands to domestic brands and imported
goods. Malls in Colombo are a one-stop
entertainment centre filled with a number of
cinema halls, food courts, bowling alleys, and
gaming arcades.

The rising prevalence of youngsters preferring
to work, meet, study and spend time in coffee
shops, inflexed the demand for trending
new coffee shops in Colombo, offering great
ambience and comfortable setting with free
Wi-Fi, and a variety of items on the menu.

Buffets & restaurants

Night life in Colombo

Sri Lanka has been long known for its
extravagant buffets and dining experiences.
Colombo has a wide range of F&B options from
casual to fine dining and international fast-food
chains. It offers a number of options, including
international, Indian and East Asian cuisines.
Ordering of food online is one the most
popular methods of food consumption. Most
restaurants include healthy options on their
menus and some restaurants exclusively cater
healthy foods, promoting a healthy lifestyle
among the people.

Colombo’s buzzing night life is one of the best
in the country, followed by tourist-centric
areas like Ellla and Galle, and other areas along
the south-west coast of the island. Colombo
offers a wide spectrum of entertainment from
live music, popular bands, roulette rolling,
themed pubs, and enthusiastic crowds. Among
a variety of night life experiences, casinos and
nightclubs are the highlights in Colombo.
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Picture Perfect for Work and Leisure...

Sri Lanka holiday map

Jaffina

Leisure

Business travels

Sri Lanka is a popular destination
for leisure travellers from all over
the world, and it offers a range
of activities throughout the year.
The country is widely popular
for its serene beaches, heritage,
wildlife, and diverse landscapes,
climates and natural features. With
gorgeous beaches just two
hours away from Colombo,
frequent business travellers and
expatriates can easily unwind after
a busy day along the country’s
beautiful coastline.

Rising trends in business travellers
to Colombo has progressively
opened up many business style
hotels. This hotel category is
comparatively cheaper than
resort-style hotels, centrally
located and offers premium
services such as fast internet,
meetings rooms, and
express services.

Meetings, incentives, conferences
and exhibitions (MICE)

Khilinochchi
Mulathivu

Colombo is a popular MICE
destination with many
MICE-specific venues. Luxury
hotels also provide high-end
conference services and venues.

Vavuniya

Anuradhapura

Trincomalee

Polonnaruwa

Puttalam

Batticaloa
Kurunegala

Kandy
Kegalla

Ampara

Colombo
Monaragala

Galle
Mattala
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How can investing in Sri Lanka help you achieve your
growth ambitions?
Want to know more about how we help investors like you?

Let’s talk!
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Information and Communication Technology
Agency (ICTA) of Sri Lanka is the apex ICT
institution of the Government. In accordance
with the Information and Communication
Technology Act No. 27 of 2003, (ICT Act),
amended by Act No. 33 of 2008, ICTA is
mandated to take all necessary measures to
implement Government’s Policy and Action Plan
in relation to ICT. According to Section No.06 of
the ICT Act, ICTA is responsible to assist Cabinet
of Ministers in the formulation of the National
Policy on ICT and provide all information
necessary for its formulation.

At present, ICTA is a a high-level entity,
which provides National Level Guidance and
Co-ordination for National Priorities. Simply
stating, the services provided by ICTA are largely
citizen centric efficiency improving services
like simplifying market processes and state
mechanism, expanding Digital Governance
using Information Technology as a knowledge
exchange tool, establishing international
e-commerce and e-payment systems, and
designing new laws and organizational
frameworks for Data Protection, Cyber Security
and Intellectual Property Rights.

ICTA, is a wholly owned institution by the
Government of Sri Lanka, formulated and
operationalized to implement e-Sri Lanka
Development Project funded by the World bank
from 2004 to 2011. The primary goal of e-Sri
Lanka Development was to enable economic
development, reduce poverty and improve
quality of life with ICT. Following significant
progress and the developments that took place
as the outcome of the project, the Government
of Sri Lanka (GoSL) re-established ICTA as a
permanent institution to overlook the ICT
development in the country and the amended
the sunset clause of ICT Act of 2003, in 2008.

With a strong governance setup, ICTA is a group
of experienced professionals in the public
and private sectors who come from academic
backgrounds with no direct governmental
involvement. ICTA is a dynamic group of
managers, consultants, architects, cross cultural
professionals, and experts in different fields,
who are self-motivated and satisfied leaders
helping the nation through the enablement of
ICT to foster growth where it is required. ICTA is
a proud group of individuals who are driving a
positive growth in the lives of Sri Lankan people.
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